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FOREWORD


The primary objective of this study is to project power plant


economics for optional distributed-collector solar-thermal power stations


to the 1990-2000 time frame. The present report summarizes the major


results which essentially update and extend prior work:


"An Initial Comparative Assessment of Orbital and Terrestrial


Central Power Systems", Final Report No. 900-780, prepared by


R. Caputo, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA, March 1977.


The above report contains detailed explanations of the economic


methodology along with assumptions regarding factors such as differen­

tial inflation rates for solar systems. This report also projects the


performance and costs of central solar power plants (100 MWe rating) to


the year 2000. Included in these power plants are the central receiver


and two-axis tracking distributed-collector parabolic dish systems.
 

The present report considers two additional distributed-collector sys­

tems, namely one-axis tracking, linear systems and fixed, non-tracking


systems. The non-distributed collector, central receiver, system is


included for reference 'urposes. The present study also analyzes size


effects by considering a range of plant ratings from 0.1 MWe to 1000 MWe.


As a basis for the present report, the status of solar power plant


technology has been surveyed and assessed with primary emphasis placed


on concentrator costs. The updated data base from this activity serves


as the input to the economic projections presented in this report.
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ABSTRACT


A preliminary comparative evaluation of distributed-collector


solar thermal power plants has been undertaken by projecting power plant


economics of selected systems to the 1990-2000 time frame. The selected


systems include: (1) fixed orientation (non-tracking) collectors with


concentrating reflectors and vacuum tube absorbers, (2) one-axis tracking


linear concentrators including parabolic trough and variable slat


designs, and (3) two-axis tracking parabolic dish systems including


concepts with small heat engine-electric generator assemblies at each


focal point as well as approaches having steam generators at the focal


point with pipeline collection to a central power conversion unit.


Comparisons are presented primarily in terms of energy cost


(mills/kWe hr) and capital cost over a wide range of operating load


factors. Sensitivity of energy costs for a range of efficiency and


cost of major subsystems/components is presented to delineate critical
 

technological development needs. The baseline central receiver or power


tower systems using state-of-the-art 1000OF steam Rankine technology is


used as a reference case for making comparisons of the selected dis­

tributed collector systems.
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SECTION I


INTRODUCTION


A. STUDY BASIS


Solar-thermal power plants are comprised of either central receiver


or distributed-collection systems (Refs. I through 7). In the central


receiver system, a large field of reflecting mirrors (heliostats) is


used to concentrate energy on a tower-mounted receiver (Ref. 7). The


energy transport from the field is optical. For distributed-collection


systems, thermal energy is concentrated at a multiplicity of distributed


locations throughout the large collecting field (Ref. 4). The distrib­

uted thermal energy can be directly collected and transported (e.g., as


steam or hot water) to a central location for energy conversion.


Alternatively, the thermal energy can be used to drive a chemical


reaction and the resulting chemical products can be transported to a


central location where the chemical reaction can be reversed to recover


thermal energy for power generation. Finally, the distributed thermal
 

energy can be used to drive heat engire-generator units on or near the


collectors to generate electricity. This energy can be collected via


electrical collection networks. The present study pertains to these


types of distributed systems, with the central receiver systems included


for reference purposes.


A major factor in the viability of distributed systems is the per­

formance and cost of collectors and, therefore, a large number of design


approaches are being pursued. These designs can be classified according


to the following three basic types:


Approximate


Type Temperature Range ( °F)


Fixed orientation 200-500


Single-axis tracking 500-900


Two-axis tracking 900-2500


For fixed orientation (non-tracking) systems, early designs are


characterized as flat plate collectors which develop maximum operating


temperatures of %200 0 F without the use of concentrating mirror surfaces
 

(Ref. 1). Higher temperatures are possible via the use of concentrators


(Ref. 2), but concentrators block a portion of the insolation over the


day, and have limited capability to concentrate energy. This blockage


problem is particularly significant for these non-tracking systems.


Thus, the use of concentrators involves basic trade-offs which must be


assessed for each application.


For single-axis tracking, a single-curvature reflecting surface is


used to concentrate solar energy on a linear receiver. The reflecting


surface is articulated about one-axis to minimize blocking problems


and increase concentration. The reflecting surface may be a parabolic


trough or a series of flat mirror strips which can be individually


articulated so that each strip mirror reflects energy on the linear


receiver as the sun orientation varies (Ref. 3).
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The two-axis tracking, distributed collector, system is associated


with compound-curvature reflecting surfaces (e.g., parabolic dishes)


which concentrate energy on an aperture that approaches a point (Ref. 4).


Two-axis tracking minimizes blocking, and eliminates the off-angle


(cosine) losses of fixed- and one-axis tracking systems. This maximizes


the amount of solar energy captured per unit area of collector surface.


Two=axs--tracking also provides potenttatl-for higher concentration


ratios and higher temperatures.


Proceeding from the fixed orientation to the single-axis tracking


and finally to the two-axis tracking system, collector performance


improves while the temperature level also rises. For power systems,


higher temperatures provide an advantage in that higher thermal to


mechanical energy conversion efficiencies are achievable. This trend of


increasing performance with more sophisticated collection systems is


accompanied by increasing costs per unit of collector area and the


possible need for additional technology development.


The primary purpose of the present study is to determine which


types of distributed-collection solar energy systems are most attractive


for commercial electric generation. This study will be accomplished by


comparing performance and costs of the distributed solar-thermal power


systems employing the three basic types of collectors previously


described. Comparisons will be based on projections of energy costs


to the year 2000. Uncertainties in the data base will be delineated
 

via sensitivity analyses at the system and subsystem/component level.


Within the limitations of the study, conclusions are drawn concern­

ing the relative viability of different distributed-collection system


approaches and recommendations for future work are offered. Some of


the major limitations or bounds on the study are that it does not treat


total energy or cogeneration systems, integration of solar systems into


buildings, socio-environmental or social costs except those reflected


in projections of utility bus-bar costs, and aspects of total utility


grid reliability in terms of introducing solar power plants. Many of


these factors are common to all systems considered in this report and,


hence, it is believed that comparative results will not be significantly
 

affected.


It is noted that the present study uses insolation data from


Inyokern (CA), representative of the solar-intensive regions of the


Southwest. For other sites, lower insolation levels coupled with higher


fractions of diffuse insolation would degrade performance, particularly


for high concentration ratio tracking systems which relay on direct inso­

lation. When considering locations where the diffuse component is large,


the effect would be to improve the relative ranking of the non-tracking,


low concentration ratio compared to the tracking or higher concentration


ratio systems.
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B. SUMMARY


As guidance for the planning of solar-thermal R&D activities, a


preliminary comparative evaluation of distributed-collector solar­

thermal power plants was undertaken. This evaluation involved the pro­

jection of power plant economics to the 1990-2000 time frame for the


following selected distributed-collector power plants:


* 	 Fixed (non-tracking), Vee-trough, reflector/vacuum tube


absorber system operating at a temperature of t350°F and


using organic Rankine conversion.
 

* 	 One-axis tracking, linear concentrator systems involving


steam Rankine conversion with (1) parabolic trough concen­

trator at 650 0F, and (2) variable slat concentrators at


850 0F.


* 	 Two-axis tracking, parabolic dish concentrator systems


involving (1) central steam Rankine conversion at %1000 0F,


and (2) dish-mounted, heat engine-generator sets (Stirling


and Brayton) at operating temperature of 15000F.


The baseline, steam-Rankine, central receiver system was also


included for reference purposes. The study effort first focused on


upgrading JPL's previous data base (unit costs and efficiencies of


subsystems/components) to reflect the current status of development in


both industry and Government Laboratories. Most of the current


activities in the industry have been focused on one-axis tracking


systems. Nominal cost and performance estimates, including uncertainty


ranges, have been estimated by synthesizing data obtained from a survey


of this work and past studies. A comparative analysis of the two-axis


tracking heliostat (for the central receiver) and parabolic dish con­

centrating systems versus the single-axis tracking system indicated that


the more complex structure and tracking mechanisms of the heliostat


would result in higher costs on a unit area basis than the one-axis


tracking systems surveyed. Further, it was concluded that the parabolic


dish would be more costly than the heliostat on a unit area basis since


it requires curved mirror surfaces and additional structure to support


a receiver at the focal point.
 

Based on this comparative analysis, collector system costs were


estimated for the selected systems. Data concerning energy conversion,
 

energy storage, and energy transport were based on values projected in


prior studies. During this study, available data for these subsystems


were reviewed in the light of on-going activities and development sta­

tus as the basis for estimating uncertainty ranges in both cost and


efficiency for each subsystem.
 

Using the nominal values for estimated performance and cost, the


dish-electric system provided the lowest capital and energy costs, while


also exhibiting essentially uniform performance and cost over a wide


range of plant sizes due to its inherent modularity. The two-axis
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tracking dish-steam and one-axis tracking systems were comparable in


performance and costs. The energy cost of the reference central re­

ceiver was lower than these systems, but higher than the dish-electric


system for power plant sizes greater than 10 MWe.


When the systems are compared on the basis of the combined effects


of ai-i the -subsystem ubCert-ihties- the energy cost ranges of the sys­

tems exhibit considerable overlap. Thus, it is not possible to totally


rule out any candidate. However, fixed orientation systems appear to


have considerably less promise for strictly electric power applications


and it is recommended that they not be pursued for this application.


Fixed systems show promise for other applications that are not con­

sidered in this study.


If fixed orientation systems are removed from consideration, the


basic comparison involves one-axis and two-axis tracking systems. One­

axis tracking systems have inherently lower collection efficiencies and


achieve lower temperatures than the two-axis systems. However, one­

axis tracking collector subsystems comprised of reflector, receiver,


and tracking unit have lower cost on a unit aperture area basis than


the two-axis tracking collectors. Two-axis systems generally achieve


higher conversion efficiencies due to higher temperatures and, there­

fore, require a smaller collector field for a given plant rating. The


present study indicates that the increased efficiency and reduction in


field size afforded by the two-axis dish-electric systems will more than


offset its higher collector cost on a unit area basis. Nominal costs


for the one-axis variable slat system are compared to the dish-steam


and dish-electric systems in Figure 1. The baseline central receiver


is also shown for reference purposes.


As shown in Figure 1-1, collectors account for ;50% of the


energy cost. The dish-electric system assumes use of Stirling engines


having a rated efficiency of 42% at 15000F. The dish-steam system,


involving pipeline transport of steam to a central power conversion


unit, is based on the use of 920'F steam to achieve a rated efficiency


of 35%. The variable slat system employs 850°F steam for a 30% rated


efficiency, while the reference central receiver uses 950°F steam to


achieve a rated efficiency of 36%. The low relative cost of the


collectors for the dish-electric system is primarily due to the high


conversion efficiency of the Stirling engine resulting in a sub­

stantially smaller collector field. Efficient electrical transport


at 94% efficiency for the dish-electric system as compared to 87% for
 

the dish-steam transport system also contributes significantly to the


collector field cost differential.


Although the dish-steam system has a conversion efficiency that


is higher than the variable slat system, its nominal energy cost is


slightly higher. This indicatas that the efficiency advantage of the


dish-steam over the variable slat system is essentially offset by the
 

lower costs per unit area of one-axis variable slat collectors. The


baseline central receiver, which assumes the use of available steam


Rankine technology with no reheat, has lower nominal energy costs than


either the dish-steam or variable slat system.
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Figure 1-1. Comparative Energy Costs for 100 MWe Plants


(Annual Load Factor = 0.55; 1975 Dollars; Year 2000 Startup)


The baseline central receiver system in the 100 MWe plant size


range appears to be preferable when existing Rankine technology is


employed. Higher temperature advanced technology systems such as the
 

dish-electric system using 15000F Stirling engine technology are needed


to achieve improvements over the baseline. High temperature advanced


technology central receiver systems are expected to provide substantial


improvements over the baseline, but consideration of advanced central


receiver concepts was outside of the scope of this study, which was


specifically focused on distributed-collector systems.


For small dispersed power applications (1 to 50 MWe), the


inherently more modular systems, such as the dish-electric system,


have advantages particularly in the lower end of the power range.


The energy cost of central receiver or power tower approaches tend to


increase as plant size decreases since a greater number of heliostat


facets per unit power and/or curvature of the facets are required.


Also, as power rating decreases, Rankine steam turbine efficiencies


decrease while costs per unit power increase. The energy cost of dish­

electric systems is essentially invariant to size with only a small


increase with decreasing size due to the indirect costs that comprise a


larger fraction of small plant costs.
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Thus, it has been concluded that the most promising distributed


collector system, particularly for small power applications, is the


dish-electric system. However, this system has the greatest uncertain­

ties and requires more technology development than the other systems.


Thus, for a balanced R&D program, it is suggested that this system be


pursued as a downstream target while one-axis tracking and dish-steam


systems are simultaneously developed for near term systems. Ihese--near


term systems could be implemented for some applications while also


serving as a backup for the dish-electric system. This type of approach


minimizes developmental risks.


An examination of subsystem sensitivities indicates that collector


costs are a dominant parameter. The overall system efficiency involving


all the subsystems from collectors to energy conversion is also a


powerful cost driver since higher efficiencies allow use of a smaller,


and hence, less costly collector field for a given power plant rating.


These sensitivity results indicate that cost reduction activities should


emphasize the collector system while the advanced technology should


concentrate on improving efficiencies of components such as receivers


and engines.
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SECTION II


SELECTED SYSTEMS


As shown in Table 2-1, the systems considered in this study


involve the three basic types of distributed collectors and, for refer­

ence purposes, the baseline central receiver system. For one-axis


tracking, the design approach of parabolic trough and linear variable


slat collectors are included; whereas for two-axis tracking, the options


of steam pipeline or electrical transport of energy within the collector


field are considered. Energy conversion and storage are via Rankine sys­

tems with sensible heat thermal storage for all systems except for the


parabolic dish-electric system which employs small dish-mounted heat


engines (Brayton or Stirling) and batteries for storage.


A. FIXED ORIENTATION VEE-TROUGH


As indicated in Ref. 1, fixed orientation (non-tracking) flat


plate collector systems without concentrators are not competitive with


tracking and concentrating systems for solar thermal electric power pro­

duction. Performance of fixed orientation collector systems can be


markedly improved via the addition of concentrators such as, e.g., flat


Vee-trough or compound parabolic (CPC), reflectors, where the reflector


is coupled with a vacuum tube thermal receiver (Ref. 2). For good year­

round performance, the Vee-trough reflectors can be asymmetrically


designed and reversed only twice a year, at March and September equinoxes.


This approach is considered to be economically equivalent to the CPC


reflector, but this comparison should be subjected to a detailed analysis


to verify the assumed similarity.


As the collection temperature increases, receiver efficiency


decreases while the Rankine cycle performance improves. Thus, there


exists an optimum overall system efficiency and associated temperature.


For the asymmetric Vee-trough system, the optimum system performance


occurs at a temperature of =177°G (350 0F). For this temperature,


organic Rankine cycle power conversion systems are deemed to be appro­

priate (Ref. 2).


The Vee-trough electric power generation system, depicted in


Figure 2-1, was analyzed in Ref. 2 and found to have about double the


energy cost of the baseline central receiver system. Therefore, the


system was deemed to be unattractive for central station power. For


these reasons, further analysis of this system was not conducted and


the results fromRef. 2 are used in this study for completeness.


Since operation and maintenance (O&M) difficulty and cost are


considered to be low due to the simple tracking scheme (semi-annual


reflector adjustment), fixed systems such as the Vee-trough may have


viable roles for applications (other than central power production)


where Availability of skilled labor for maintenance is poor. Possible


roles include on-site or community level systems for electrical power,
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Table 2-1. Systems Considered


COLLECTOR TYPE 
D I 	STRI BUTED SYSTEMS 
" FIXED-"V' TROUGH 
" 1-AXIS 
" PARABOLIC TROUGH 
" VARIABLE SLATS 
" 2-AXIS 
" PARABOLIC DISH 
" PARABOLIC DISH 
CENTRAL RECEIVER* 
e HELIOSTAT (2-AXIS) 
ENERGY
TRANSPORT 
ORGANIC 
FLU ID 
STEAM 
STEAM 
STEAM 
ELECTRIC 
OPTICAL 
STORAGE 
 
SENSIBLE 
 
THERMAL


SENSIBLE 
 
THERMAL


SENSIBLE 
 
THERMAL


ADVANCED 
 
BATTERY 
 
SENSIBLE 
 
THERMAL


*INCLUDED FOR REFERENCE ONLY


**FIXED SYSTEM CONSIDERED WITHOUT STORAGE 
~ 	 ORGANIC FLUID 
COLLECTORS 
ENERGY CONVERSION


ORGANIC 	 RANKINE 
CENTRAL STEAM RANKINE 
CENTRAL STEAM RANKINE 
CENTRAL STEAMRANKINE 
SMALL HEAT ENGINE 
MOUNTED ON DISH 
CENTRAL STEAM RANKINE 
ORIGIMAL PAGElr
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Figure 2-1. Vee-Trough - Organic Fluid Transport
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and power for irrigation pumping at remote locations. This class of


collector may also be considered for driving air conditioning systems


or for total energy, or industrial applications where the "thermal"


energy portion is significant. Consideration of these aspects is not
 

within the scope of the present study.


B. SINGLE-AXIS LINEAR CONCENTRATORS


Linear concentrator development activity is focused on two generic


design approaches; the parabolic trough and variable slat. A prelimi­

nary assessment of these concentrators (Ref. 3) indicates that tempera­

tures up to =45 0'C (8420F) can be achieved and that overall power plant


efficiencies of 12 to 18% are possible.


As shown by the survey of current distributed collector develop­

ments in Appendix A, the preponderance of private industrial activity


is in the intermediate temperature range (500OF-900F) involving the


parabolic trough and variable slat collector systems. These systems


are candidates for small on-site applications and may even be competi­

tive with higher temperature two-axis tracking systems for central power,


if one-axis collectors can be made at substantially lower costs than


two-axis systems (such as parabolic dishes and heliostats).


The selected parabolic trough and variable slat power plants are


depicted on Figs. 2-2 and 2-3, respectively. Both systems are based on


steam transport, which appears preferable to pressurized hot water sys­

tems (Ref. 3). Fluids such as Therminol 66 are also candidates, but


additional evaluation ragarding problems such as safety and fluid sta­

bility at high temperatures is required.


For parabolic trough designs (Fig. 2-2), since the concentrating


surface rotates as-one piece, there are practical limitations on


size from both structural and insolation blocking considerations. To


achieve the desired concentration ratios within size constraints, con­

centrating surfaces have relatively high rim angles which tend to pre­

clude the use of cavity receivers. Thus, vacuum-jacketed tube receivers


having lesser performance and greater losses with increasing tempera­

tures are generally employed.


For variable slat designs (Fig. 2-3), strip mirrors are individually


articulated to concentrate energy on a linear receiver. The strip mir­

rors can be located in a curved plane having an effectively low rim


angle. This allows the use of a longer focal length with the reflected


insolation converging toward the receiver within a sufficiently small


angle to allow the use of a cavity receiver.


Since the cavity receiver design has inherently lower losses than


the vacuum-jacketed tube receiver at higher temperatures, the strip


mirror approach is associated with higher temperatures and greater


efficiencies than the parabolic trough. As shown on Figs. 2-2 and 2-3,


the steam temperatures for the selected systems are 650°F for the para­

'bolic trough and 850°F for the variable slat arrangement. These temper­

atures correspond to 	the maximum overall system efficiency.
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Figure 2-2. 
 Parabolic Trough ­ Steam Transport
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Figure 2-3. 
 Variable Slats ­ Steam Transport
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For both the parabolic trough and variable slat systems, energy
 

conversion is accomplished via a central steam Rankine plant with dry


cooling tower. The present study is based on the use of dry cooling


towers since it is expected that implementation of these systems will


ultimately require dry cooling (particularly in the arid Southwest). A


sensible heat thermal storage system is used and the feedwater tempera­

ture is 4000 F (see Figs. 2-2 and 2-3).


C. TWO-AXIS PARABOLIC DISH CONCENTRATORS


The two selected parabolic dish power plant options of using steam


transport and electric transport are shown on Figs. 2-4 and 2-5, respec­

tively. For the steam transport system (Fig. 2-4), steam is generated


via receivers mounted at the focal point of each dish. This steam is


transported via insulated pipelines to a central steam Rankine plant


with dry cooling towers. The dish collector field is arranged so that


saturated steam is generated in the outer portion of the field with


superheat occurring in the inner portion closest to the central power
 

plant. The system generates superheated steam at 10000 F and 1450 psi.


Due to transport losses, the steam arrives at the power plant with a


temperature of 920'F and a pressure of 1400 psi. The feedwater tempe­

rature is 400'F and energy storage is accomplished by a sensible heat


thermal system (Ref. 4).


In earlier parabolic dish studies, (Refs. 5, 6, and 7), the steam


system was not pursued since it was shown to have lesser potential than


dish-electric or advanced dish-chemical transport systems. The dish­

steam system was selected for the present study since it is a more nearer


term system using conventional power-plant energy conversion technology;
 

i.e., it is the distributed-collection counterpart of the baseline


central receiver system.


The dish-chemical systems (Ref. 7) are based on using solar-thermal
 

energy to drive a reversible endothermic chemical reaction. The chemi­

cal products of the reaction (either gases or liquids) are transported


and stored. When energy is required, the stored chemicals are reacted


to release heat, which in turn drives an energy conversion system such


as the central steam Rankine plant. Recent studies (Refs. 8 and 9)


indicate that chemical systems may be competitive when large quantities


of energy must be stored, and that considerable research work is re­

quired before technical feasibility can be established. For these rea­

sons, the chemical system is deleted from the present study. It re­

quires an in-depth assessment in the context of advanced technology


systems; this task is beyond the scope of the present study.


In the dish-electric systems studied in Refs. 6 and 7, a small


heat engine-generator is mounted at the focal point of each dish
 

(Fig. 2-5). For the near term, Brayton cycle gas turbine systems can


'be used as the engine-generator, and in the far term, advanced high


temperature Brayton and Stirling engine systems are primary candidates.


The technology for advanced Brayton systems appears to be further de­

veloped, but Stirling engines are undergoing extensive development for


automotive applications. If this automotive development is successfully
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accomplished, highly efficient (40%) Stirling engines will be available


on a low-cost volume production basis. Therefore, the present study


concentrates on the Stirling engine system with the advanced Brayton as


a backup. In addition to the automotive crankshaft Stirling, there are


concepts presently under development, such as the linear free piston


Stirling, which could prove to be more efficient and/or less costly.


D. BASELINE CENTRAL RECEIVER 
The baseline 	 central receiver system depicted in Fig. 2-6 is


included for reference purposes only. A field of two-axis tracking


heliostats focuses insolation on a tower-mounted receiver; i.e., energy


is optically transported from the collector field. For the baseline


system, the working fluid is steam and a Rankine power plant is used for


energy conversion. Steam generated in the tower-mounted receiver is


transported via pipelines to the bottom of the tower where the Rankine


plant is located. The system employs dry cooling towers and sensible


heat thermal 	 storage. Selected steam conditions (Fig. 2-6) are compat­

ible with existing component technology. These steam conditions are


close to those used in current central receiver designs. Early central


receiver plants may be based on wet cooling systems, but dry cooling


towers are assumed in this study since it is felt that dry cooling will


generally be 	 required for commercial plants, particularly when located


in the solar-intensive but arid Southwest.


FOR REFERENCE ONLYRECEIVER 
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WATER 
HEATER 
Figure 2-6. 	 Central Receiver Solar Thermal-Electric


Power Plant
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SECTION III


SUBSYSTEMS/COMPONENTS DATA BASE


The selected solar thermal power plant systems are comprised of the


following four basic subsystems:


* 	 Collectors--concentrators, receivers, tracking mechanisms,


structures, and controls.


* 	 Energy Transport--pipelines or electrical collection net­

works with associated control systems.


* 	 Energy Storage--sensible heat thermal storage or advanced 
batteries. 
" 	 Energy Conversion--steam or organic Rankine cycles, open


or closed-cycle Brayton, or Stirling engines.


The performance and cost data bases for these subsystems are


summarized in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, respectively. This data reflects the


updating of material in Refs. 6 and 7 which synthesized information devel­

oped as part of earlier comparative assessment studies. The synthesis


process has identified promising candidate subsystems and projected


unit cost and performance levels achievable by the 1990-2000 time frame.


Inputs from industrial specialists and laboratory researchers have been


used as the basis for forecasting technology advances. The updating


has basically involved a survey to identify changes in the data base


since Refs. 6 and 7. Results of this survey activity are summarized below.


A. DISTRIBUTED COLLECTORS


One of the key ingredients in the evaluation of distributed solar


power systems is the projection of eventual commerical cost and perfor­

mance of various types of collectors. The types of equipment considered


to represent classes of equipment are:


1) 	 Advanced "fixed" collector using asymmetrical Vee-trough 
reflectors and vacuum absorber tube. 
2) 	 Continuous surface parabolic trough linear concentrating


collector with vacuum tube receiver.


3) 	 Variable slat linear concentrating collector with pyrex


tube cavity receiver.


4) 	 Parabolic dish point concentrating collector with cavity


receiver.
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Table 3-1. Solar Subsystem Performance Data


* PLANT RATING: 100 MWe 
TYPE OF EFFICIENCIES 
PAT FXD1-AXIS -2-AXIS 
AJORM VEE PARABOLIC VARIABLE DISH DISH ELECTRIC CENTRAL 
SBYTMTROUGH TROUGH SLATS STEAM STIRLING BRAYTON RECEIVER 
COLLECTORS (I )  0.34(2) 0.42 0.54 0.79 0.70 0.70 0.65 (3) 
(FLUID TEMP, °C) 
ENERGY TRANSPORT (4) 
(177) 
0.95 
(350) 
0 93 
(450) 
0.92 
(537) 
0.87 
(810) 
0.94 
(810) 
0.94 
(510) 
0.95 (5) 
STORAGE THROUGHPUT - (6) 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.75(7) 0.75 (7) 0.80 
ENERGY CONVERS ION(8) 
" TURBINE/ENGINE 0.20 0.27 0.30 0.35 0.42 0.35 0.36 
* NET SUBSYSTEM( 9) 0.19 0.24 0 27 0.31 0.36 0.30 0.32 
(1)COMBINED EFFECT OF CONCENTRATOR AND RECEIVER INSTANTANEOUS EFFICIENCIES BASED ON NOON, 
NORMAL INSOLATION 
(2) ANNUAL AVERAGE EFFICIENCY BASED ON CONCENTRATION RATIO OF 3, PEAK EFFICIENCY 15 43% 
TWICE AYEAR 
(3) BOTTOM OPEN CAVITY RECEIVER (4) INCLUDES HEAT LEAK AND PUMPING POWER 
(5) INCLUDES SMALL OPTICAL TRANSPORT LOSS (1%ABSORPTION PER 1000 ft LINE-OF-SIGHT) AND THERMAL 
TRANSPORT LOSS INSIDE TOWER (6) FIXED SYSTEM CONSIDERED WITHOUT STORAGE 
(7) INCLUDES INVERTERS 
(8) RANKINE SYSTEMEXCEPT FOR DISH ELECTRIC (9) INCLUDES EFFECT OF DRY COOLING EXCEPT FOR VEE-TROUGH, AUXILIARY POWER, GENERATOR, etc. 
OF O
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Table 3-2. Solar Subsystem Direct Cost* Data


" PLANT RATING 100MWe 
" YEAR 2000 PLANT STARTUP 
* LOAD FACTOR 0.55 
TYPE OF PLANT 
FIXED 1-AXIS 	 2-AXIS 
VEE O PARABOLIC VARIABLE DISH DISH ELECTRIC CENTRAL 
MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS* TROUGH TROUGH SLATS STEAM STIRLING BRAYTON RECEIVER 
(1)
COLLECTORS 
2

" CONCENTRATORS, $/m 28 103 130 182 182 182 145 
2

* RECEIVERS, $/m 35 26 41 7.6 11.5 115 
ENERGY TRANSPORT, $/kWe 100 185 185 305 77 77 
ENERGY STORAGE (3), $/kWe hr - 60 60 60 45 45 60 
ENERGY CONVERSION, $/kWe 250 250 250 250 102 (4) 121 (5) 250 
,O&M COST (6 ) 106 $1yr 0 64 2 9 3 1 2 9 3 7(7) 2.9 29 
* DIRECT COST DOES NOT INCLUDE SPARES AND CONTINGENCY, INDIRECT COST, OR INTEREST DURING 
CONSTRUCTION


BASED ON EARLY ESTIMATES - CONSIDERED OPTIMISTIC COMPARED TO OTHER SYSTEMS


(1) COSTS NORMALIZED TO CONCENTRATOR APERTURE AREA. DIAMETER = 36 ft FOR DISH SYSTEMS 
(2) 	 INCLUDES TOWER STRUCTURE, RECEIVER, AND PIPING TRANSPORT IN TOWER. $fkWe 
(3) 	 STORAGE COST NORMALIZED TO RATED STORAGE OUTPUT POWER OF 70% PLANT RATING 
(4) 	 INCLUDES STIRLING ENGINE COST OF 42 $kWe PLUS GENERATOR. STARTER. SWITCHGFAR. etc 
(5) 	 INCLUDES BRAYTON ENGINE COST OF 61 $/kWe PLUS GENERATOR, STARTER, SWITCHGEAR, etc 
(6) 	 FIRST YEAR AVERAGE COSTWITHOUT INFLATION AND CLEANING - LEVELIZED COSTS OVER 30 yr 
PLANT LIFE ARE APPROXIMATELY 3TIMES HIGHER DUE TO INFLATION 
(7) 	 INCLUDES COST OF ENGINE REPLACEMENT EVERY 5 years FOR STIRLING/1 YEARS FOR BRAYTON 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Although many design variations are possible, these types of


collectors are believed to represent a wide range of potential distri­

buted-collector systems.


Past studies (see Ref. 6) have predicted the performance and


eventual commercial cost of these collectar systems and-include the he­

liostatTor the-central receiver solar plant as a reference point.


Since there is increasing activity related to these types of collectors,


a survey has been conducted to review more recent development. A des­

cription of this survey is contained in Appendix A. Several types


of collectors are being installed at the total energy solar facility at


Albuquerque, N.M., at the 5 MATe central receiver test facility, and at


the irrigation project at Gila Bend, Arizona. The col-lectors are still


prototype devices or low production items, and little or no performance
 

data is as yet available.


This survey, as well as recent cost estimates submitted to Sandia


Albuquerque, have been used along with the previous studies to estimate


the cost and performance of various collector subsystems. These data


are shown in Tables 3-1 and 3-2 and represent the authors' best judge­

ment at this time. They are not definitive estimates since detailed


mass production cost estimates were not made based on specific designs


and production processes.


In general, these cost estimates are higher than previous studies


and highlight the need for an aggressive R&D program that can lead to


less expensive subsystem costs, particularly in the collector area.


1. Advanced Fixed Orientation Collectors


As described previously, this device uses "Vee" shaped reflectors


which are asymmetrical so that by adjusting (reversing) the position of


the reflector twice a year, the annual performance is enhanced while


preserving simplicity of design. A tubular vacuum receiver containing
 

a tube and a fin absorber plate with a selective coating is used. The


design achieves minimum system cost at about 350'F when coupled to a


Rankine power plant.


The performance is based on detailed calculations (Ref. 2) and a


verification test program is in progress. At the optimum temperature


(350'F) and concentration ratio (CR=3), the annual average efficiency


is estimated to be 34%, while the peak annual efficiency is 43%. The


cost projection is heavily dependent on the cost of the vacuum absorber


tube. The Corning design having a copper tube and fin with a glass to


metal seal is considered. Prototype costs are greater than $25/ft 2


of absorber area, and the manufacturer is predicting eventual costs of


$10/ft2 . This cost is believed to be optimistic at this time, but it is


used to determine if this approach can be competitive. The reflective


surface is considered to cost $0.50/ft2 of reflector surface and is


based on aluminized plastic on a steel or aluminum sheet metal substrate.


The structural framing including concrete pads are considered to cost


$15/ft' of frame area. Shipping and assembly are considered to be


about $0.60/ft2 (see Ref. 2 for details).
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For a concentration ratio of 3, these cost estimates are shown in


Table 3-2 based on the aperture area for the concentrator and receiver


parts of the subsystem. The total collector direct cost is $63/m 2 of


aperture area using the $10/ft 2 absorber tube cost.


The CPC design is believed to be similar in that it is an advanced


"fixed" flat plate system. As the concentration ratio (CR) is increased,


the annual number of concentrating surface adjustments must increase;


e.g., only 2 adjustments are needed for CR=3, while 12 are required for


CR5. This increases performance but it also appears to require a more
 

complicated tracking system than reflector reversal. A careful review


of the CPC performance and cost characteristics should be conducted to


explore these issues in more detail and check the present conclusion that


the CPC is about as cost effective as the asymmetric Vee-trough


approach.


2. Parabolic Trough


The understanding of the performance of continuous surface


parabolic trough linear concentrators was obtained primarily from the


experience and technology developed by the University of Minnesota and


Honeywell. Visits to Acurex, Del Mfg. and Hexcel served to point


out the wide range of system designs, quality of equipment, operating


and performance characteristics, etc. The rough estimates of cost pro­

vided by these three companies were evaluated and compared with earlier


estimates (Ref. 3).


Based on this information, a range of cost estimates has been


derived for a parabolic trough that could achieve a noon time efficiency


of 42% at an optimum operating temperature of 3500 C (6600 F). Off-angle


effects will reduce the efficiency at other sun times considered in the


hour-by-hour system simulation. The eventual mass production cost es­

timate is $103/m2 for the concentrator part of the collector which


is made up of supporting structure (steel and concrete), reflecting sur­

face and supports, tracking mechanism, shipping, and field assembly.


The receiver cost, as shown in Table 3-2, is projected to be $26/m
2


of concentrator aperture area and is based on a vacuum tube receiver with


coating. The total collector cost is then $129/m 2 . Prototype collectors


are being sold at this price now, but they do not have the performance


indicated nor have their commercial lifetime capability been demonstrated,
 

particularly in the context of withstanding severe environments such as


wind and hail.


However, this price is based on prototype production without


benefit of potential mass production cost improvements. Thus, the


judgement is made that future mass production-costs for a suitably long­

lived commercial item with improved performance will be the same as 
current prototype costs.
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3. Variable Slat


The basis for projecting the performance of the variable slat


linear concentrator is the work done by Prof. Francia at the University


of Marseille-in the sixties and to -some extent, -the later work at Shel­

dahl and Itek companies. The noon instantaneous performance of 54% is


estimated to occur at 450 0C for optimum system operation even though


somewhat higher performance was achieved (see Ref. 2).


A range of costs has been determined using the rough cost informa­

tion from Sheldahl and Itek along with earlier studies. It is believed


that the slat concentrator costs are higher by about 30% than for the


parabolic troughs due to the increased mechanical complexity, increased


number of reflector facets, and greater accuracy requirements. The


receiver cost is also considered to be due more to higher temperatures


(450°C). The total collector cost is $171/m2 versus $129/m 2 for the


parabolic trough and is about 1/3 more.


The same reservations expressed earlier exist here in that no


detailed mass production-cost estimates have been performed on a speci­

fic design.


4. Central Receiver Heliostats


The baseline central receiver solar power plant collector is


included in the study as a reference for the distributed systems. The


estimate of the performance is based on earlier studies (see Refs. 6


and 10) which compare three system contractor approaches. The nominal


efficiency is stated as 65% based on a 360-degree field using a bottom


open cavity receiver.


The cost prediction is based primarily on the earlier projection


for the one-axis tracking systems. The heliostat is a two-axis track­

ing system that (for most present designs) has a single structural sup­

port member with high cantilevered loads. The two-axis tracking system


is more complex than one-axis, and the aiming requirements are much more


stringent for a 1000:1 concentration ratio system versus a 20:1 system.


This combination of effects and the use of limited cost data from the


central receiver program lead us to estimate that the heliostat should


be about 25% more costly than the average of the one-axis tracking sys­

2 as compared to
tems. The mass production-cost estimate is then $145/m


$116/m 2 , which is the average cost for the one-axis collectors.


Early prototypes for use in the 5 MWe test facility provided by


2 for several hundred helio­
the Mar-tin Company cost approximately $340/m


The DOE goal is in the $60/m to $80/m 2 range.
stats. 
 
5. Point Focusing Dish


The performance and cost estimates for the two-axis tracking
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point focusing dish has the greatest uncertainty associated with it.


The device is similar in complexity to the two-axis tracking heliostat
 

except that the heliostat will probably have a flat surface. Further,


the point-focusing dish introduces the additional factors of reflector


surface curvature and receiver mounting on the collector. Smaller mirror


facets may be necessary and this would increase fabrication complexity.


Current microwave antenna (parabolic dish) costs are between


$650/m 2 and =$1100/m2 based on limited production (<100 per year) and


on more stringent surface and aiming requiremeats than are necessary for


heat collection. A near term approach is to adapt these antennas to


meet solar collection requirements. One solar concentration dish is


being installed at the Albuquerque total energy facility by Raytheon


with early cost estimates between $540/m 2 and $650/m 2.


Based primarily on the previous cost estimates and earlier studies
 

(see Ref. 6), the concentrator part of the dish collector (everything


besides the receiver) is estimated to be 25% more than the heliostat and


nearly 60% more than the average of the one-axis linear concentrating


collectors. Thus, the mass produced cost of the concentrator part of


2
the dish is estimated to cost $182/m versus $145/m 2 for the heliostat.


The receiver cost is estimated to vary depending on the temperature


level, type of fluid, pressure level and fabrication materials used. The


recei,5er cost varies from about $8/m2 to $12/m 2 of aperture area. The


lower cost is for a steam system at 10000 F, while the higher cost per­

tains to a gas at 1500'F. Thus, the total collector cost is about $192/m2


for a mass produced point focusing dish.


The performance estimate is based on earlier studies (see Refs. 4


and 7) and limited experimental data carried out at JPL. This data


includes a room temperature calorimeter test conducted with a 81% to 83%
 

efficiency for a ninefacet (16 in. x 16 in. each) mirror on a two-axis


tracking structure. This structure used back silvered glass attached to


a spherically curved foamed glass substrate. Based on this, the nominal


collector efficiency is estimated to be 70% and 79% based on 1500OF and


1000°F fluid exit temperature, respectively.
 

These estimates of the combination of nominal performance and cost


for the selected collectors have uncertainty associated with them. Up­

per and lower bound estimates are shown in Section IV in connection with


an investigation of subsystem sensitivities. These bounds represent ex­

treme best/worst limits in each area.
 

B. ENGINES/POWER GENERATION SYSTEMS
 

Engine types for solar applications were,first identified (Ref. 11)


and then subdivided into availability classes shown below:
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* Organic Rankine 1 
* Steam RankineI Near term (1977 - 1985)


* Open Brayton


* Closed Brayton


* Advanced Rankine


e Advanced Brayton


" Stirling Intermediate (1985 - 2000)


* Biphase


* Liquid Metal Topping


* Sodium Heat Engine


* Thermionics Far term (post 2000)
 

* Other New Concepts


Near term engines are either in production or are proceeding successfully


through development/demonstration phases. The intermediate class of en­

gines encompasses advances to Brayton and Rankine systems, primarily in­

volving higher temperature designs having greater efficiency. This class


also includes Stirling and Biphase engines which are currently in early


stages of development. Far term engines include those in the laboratory


research stage and new concepts.


The near term engines are used in current baseline or alternative


systems. The intermediate term engines are expected to reach a suffi­

cient level of technological maturity so that they will be available for


use in commercial power plants during the 1990-2000 period, which is the


primary focus of this study.


Far term engines could reach the large scale feasibility demonstration


stage during 1990-2000 and it is expected that those which show promise


will be developed to the point of commercial implementation in the period


after the year 2000. It is possible that some developments such as Ther­

mionic conversion systems could be accelerated by factors such as their


use in spacecraft propulsion systems (Ref. 17), but considerable progress


toward achievement of higher efficiencies and reliable operation is


required before these systems can be considered as viable candidates


for terrestrial power applications.


The organic Rankine system is suitable for low temperatures and


applications include fixed collector solar power systems, waste heat re­

covery, and bottoming cycles for conventional power stations. Emphasis


on energy conservation has recently stimulated developmental activities.


Cost and performance projections based on these activities are summarized


in Ref. 11. For the present study, the only system employing organic


Rankine cycles is the fixed-collector Vee-trough power plant treated in


Ref. 2. Only a 100 MWe system is considered and, for this size, the


same unit cost as a conventional steam Rankine plant is employed for a


large size organic Rankine power plant.


Steam Rankine power plants for ratings greater than 10 MWe are


well-developed commercial systems. They operate at temperatures of


1000 0F resulting from design optimizations involving cost and
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performance tradeoffs. The steam Rankine systems employed in this study


are based on this proven technology.


Advanced steam Rankine systems could involve new high temperature


materials which would enable higher temperature operation. The cost of


such new materials must be such that a net economic gain accrues. Other


approaches include the addition of high temperature topping cycles and/


or low temperatures bottoming cycles to a conventional steam Rankine


cycle. In-depth evaluations of these options is beyond the scope of the
 

present study.


For the advanced Brayton and Stirling engines, a review of recent


developmental activities confirmed cost and efficiency projections em­

ployed in Refs. 6 and 7. These projections are based on successful com­

pletion of development activities. The data of Table 3-1 corresponds to


cycle temperatures of ul500F. It is expected that solar receiver/engine


systems could be developed without incurring major materials problem if


temperatures are limited to this level. Therefore, these systems could


reasonably be expected to be developed to a commercial status in the


1990-2000 time period. In the near term, existing open and closed cycle


Brayton engines developed for non-solar application could be adapted to


the solar system with some decrease in performance as compared to Table


3-1. Near term costs will also be higher than the Table 3-2 costs which


are predicted on high volume production (105to 106 units per year) in


the 1990-2000 time frame. The use of high temperature materials (e.g.,


ceramics) for both the receiver and heat engine components would allow


higher temperatures and greater efficiencies, but it is less likely that


these systems will reach a stage of development where they could be


commercially implemented by 1990. Therefore, this high temperature


possibility is not considered in this study.


The Biphase engine development is based on cycles where liquid and


vapor phases are separated so that power can be efficiently extracted


from each phase. This cycle is potentially advantageous for use with
 

two-phase geothermal power systems (Ref. 12). High temperature Biphase


systems involving liquid metals are also possible. Development of such


high temperature concepts is in the early research stage and these high


temperature systems are considered to be far term possibilities.


In the intermediate term, Biphase engines represent an alternative


to organic Rankine cycles. At the present early stage of development,


it is not possible to quantitatively determine the relative merits of


the Biphase and organic Rankine systems (Ref. 12). Since it appears


that the Biphase will be comparable to the organic Rankine system, a


separate estimate for the Biphase system is not included in this study.


Liquid metal topping cycles (Ref. 31), involving mercury and


potassium, have been pursued for space applications and a substantial


technology base has been developed. Based on this work, it appears that


liquid metal topping cycles could be implemented in the intermediate


term. At present, costs for these systems are uncertain (e.g., mercury


is expensive and has a historically unstable price structure.) and there
 

are problems such as toxicity, contamination, materials compatibility


for potassium systems, turbine erosion, etc. In view of the nature of
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these problems, a systematic evaluation of liquid metal cycles is


considered to be beyond the scope of the present study.


Thermionic power systems involving the direct conversion of heat


to electrical energy are potentially applicable to a wide spectrum of


terrestrial power and space propulsion systems (Ref. 13). Terrestrial


application-activities have bee- focused primaril ori'high temperature


topping cycles for fossil fuel power plants. The possibility of ther­

mionic topping for solar thermal power systems has been explored in a


preliminary manner (Refs. 14 through 16). The key problem is the develop­

ment of thermionic diodes that can achieve conversion efficiencies of


20 or 30% (Ref. 13).


Thermionic systems involve high temperatures ('14000C) and assoc­

iated advanced materials technology. Consequently, these systems are in


an early development stage. Sinde thermionic technology involves highly


advanced technology, it is judged to be a far term candidate and is not


included in the present study based on commercially available technology


in the 1990-2000 period.


The Sodium Heat Engine (SHE) is an advanced concept that is in the


early laboratory research stage (Ref. 18). Work on this concept was


initiated by Ford Motor Co. (Ref. 19) and additional research is under­

way at California Institute of Technology (Ref. 18). This work is


directed toward attaining a better understanding of the basic mechanism


as a basis for estimating performance characteristics. Until this step


is accomplished, detail design and cost activities have been deferred.
 

In view of this very early development stage, the SHE is considered to


be a far term system and is not included in the present study.


With regard to the engine data given in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, it is


noted these values are nominal estimates subject to a range of uncertain­

ty. The effect of-this uncertainty is examined as part of the subsystem


sensitivity evaluation in Section IV.


C. ENERGY STORAGE


As shown in Ref. 20, use of thermal storage systems is particularly


advantageous for solar thermal power plants. If thermal storage is in­

terposed between the collector field and energy conversion system, the


storage can absorb insolation variations and thereby allow a more uni­

form level of energy input to the conversion system. In particular, the


conversion system can now be sized to match this storage-buttered input


energy level as opposed to being sized to accept peak insolation levels.


This results in reduced conversion system capital costs which, at least,


partially offsets the cost of the storage system.


Based on the assessment of thermal storage systems in Ref. 21,


sensible heat thermal storage systems were selected for the comparative


assessment study of Ref. 6. The survey of thermal storage systems un­

dertaken as part of the present study tends to confirm that sensible


heat systems are the most likely candidates for commercial implementa­

tion in the 1990-2000 time period. Latent heat or phase change storage
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systems offer higher energy density storage and may, therefore, poten­

tially be less costly. However, they require considerably more techno­

logical development regarding problems such as the long-term stability


of eutectic salt mixtures, tube life, and operation and maintenance


considerations.


The values for thermal storage as presented in Table 3-1 and 3-2


are, therefore, the same as used in Refs. 6 and 7; i.e., the estimated


cost and performance of sensible heat systems have not changed. The


estimates pertain to large storage systems capable of providing six


hours of power at a level of 70 MWe when coupled to a conventional steam


Rankine power plant. Such systems are still in the early development


stage and the cost and performance values shown are based on projections


and judgements. It is expected that unit costs of thermal storage sys­

tems will increase as the size of the system decreases, since these sys­

tems employ containment vessels which are more economical when sizes are


large. Analysis of these economies of scale is not possible within the


scope of this study and a constant unit cost with size is employed.


For the dish-electric system, a small heat engine/generator is


coupled directly to the receiver mounted at the focal point of the dish.


This arrangement avoids the use of flexible lines to transport heat from


the focal point to a ground-based conversion system. Location of a


thermal storage system at the focal point will increase weight and size


to the point where much of the advantage of the compact focal-point


mounted system will be lost. Therefore, inclusion of thermal storage
 

for dish-electric systems is not considered in the present study.


Instead, electrical energy from each of the dish-mounted engine/


generators is collected and stored at a central location. As discussed


in Ref. 22, electrical energy can be stored via mechanical, chemical,


and electromagnetic pathways. The mechanical approach includes pumped


hydro, compressed air, and flywheels, while the chemical approach en­

compasses batteries and hydrogen energy systems. The electromagnetic


route involves direct storage of electrical energy in superconducting


magnets.


Pumped hydro, compressed air, and lead-acid batteries are near­

term candidates. Pumped hydro and compressed air systems require parti­

cular terrain and geology which tends to limit their application.


Lead-acid batteries have lower energy densities as compared to advanced


concepts. Flywheels tend to be competitive only for short duration


storage. Hydrogen systems require development of advanced electrolyzer­

fuel cell systems and appear to be advantageous when certain utility


operating conditions exist. Electromagnetic systems require advanced


technology development which offers high efficiency, but costs are


highly uncertain.


The survey conducted as part of this study indicates that consider­

able effort is being expended under DOE and EPRI sponsorship to develop


energy storage systems. With regard to projections of performance and


cost, the latest and most authoritative source is considered to be the


extensive assessment of energy storage systems prepared by the Public
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Service Electric Gas Company (Ref. 23). This study identifies a set of


candidates and infers that it is premature to select any one system. In


fact, all of the systems could be implemented depending on application


specific circumstances.


For the comparatiyga assessment study (Ref, 65 the-advanced battery


system was selected along with pumped hydro as a baseline external ener­

gy storage system, since pumped hydro is the only storage system pre­

sently in utility service. This advanced battery system was also em­

ployed in the present study and the data in Tables 3-1 and 3-2 corres­

ponded to nominal estimates within the range of advanced battery cost


and performance in Ref. 23. The battery system was chosen since there


is an extensive DOE/EPRI development program underway centered around


the use of a large scale Battery Energy Storage Test (BEST) facility,


which is to be operational in the 1980s. Batteries will be particular­

ly attractive since they can be easily located at dispersed locations


and have rapid response characteristics.
 

Even if advanced batteries do not attain projected performance and


cost goals, other candidate storage systems are being pursued. There­

fore, it appears likely that at least one system having performance and


costs in the range of values projected for the battery will be available


in the 1990-2000 time frame. The effect of performance and cost uncer­

tainties associated with energy storage systems is discussed in


Section IV.


D. ENERGY TRANSPORT


For distributed-collector concepts, energy is transported from the


collector field either by pipelines or electric wires. For systems se­

lected in this study, pipeline transport involves steam and organic


fluids. No new studies regarding transport system design and associated


optimizations have been uncovered by the data base survey. Hence, the


analysis and estimates employed in the comparative assessment study of


Ref. 6 are used in this study.


For pipeline systems, the analysis procedure for distributed­

dish (or point focusing) systems is given in Ref. 24. This basic pro­

cedure was extended to encompass linear concentrator systems as part of


the present study. The analysis was based on a square field arrangement,


where 8480 linear collectors (1000 ft2 each) were required for a 100 MWe


plant (Ref. 25).


For electrical collection involved in the parabolic dish-electric


system, the basis for estimating costs and performance is given in Ref.


4. The collection network analysis includes both low and high voltage


transformers, capacitors, circuit breakers, and cables.
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SECTION IV


COMPARISON OF SELECTED SYSTEMS


In this section, the data base of the previous section is used as


the basic input for a comparative evaluation of the selected systems.


The approach employed in making the comparison is first described in


terms of the basic methodology and assumptions. Then the economics of


the selected systems are compared over a range of operating load factors


for a fixed 100 MWe plant rating. The effect of varying the plant size


is next investigated for a fixed plant load factor of 0.55. System


sensitivities to variations in the data base are then delineated to


show the impact of uncertainties in cost and performance projections.


These sensitivities are also presented on an individual subsystem/


component level to show the relative importance of uncertainties asso­

ciated with each data input.


A. APPROACH


This study uses the basic approach developed in the comparative


assessment study of Ref. 6. This approach is first briefly summarized


and then illustrated by an example of the basic procedures.
 

1. Performance Simulation


The first step in the approach is to simulate the basic perform­

ance of the selected power plants. This involves the development of


a computer simulation code based on an analysis of the collector field


as a function of factors such as concentrator geometry/optics, solar


tracking characteristics, surface reflectivities, and receiver heat


losses. These factors are reflected in the nominal collector system


efficiency given in Table 3-1. The efficiencies of the other system


components as shown on Table 3-1 are then combined with collector


efficiency characteristics to determine how much of the collected


energy is converted to electricity. off-angle effects on the collector


performance, off-load effects on the engine efficiency, auxiliary power,


and five modes of operation (normal, low insolation, intermittent


clouds, night using storage, and standby) are considered.


The use of this basic system simulation code to determine system


performance is illustrated on Fig. 4-1. Inputs to the code comprise


weather conditions or insolation and the electric demand of the utility


grid. For this study, hourly direct insolation data for one year from


Inyokern, CA., are employed. The utility demand was set for baseload


operation; i.e., the grid requested that the plant deliver rated power


continuously. Under these conditions, the computer simulation control


logic would allow the plant to operate and deliver rated power to the


maximum extent possible within constraints of plant design character­

istics. That is, the plant would deliver rated power during periods of
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APPROACH 	 USE SYSTEM SIMULATION CODE DEVELOPED FOR DOE BY


AEROSPACE CORPORATION WITH MOD IFICATION BY JPL


WEATHER [SYSTEM 	 UTI LITY GRID 
SIMULATION 	 DEMAND DATA 
HOURLY FOR lyr * 	 BASELOAD OPERATION 
SINYOKRN, CA. e 	 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
EDISON 
(DEVELOPED TS 
Figure 4-1. Solar Plant System Simulation Computer Code


insolation 	availability and store excess energy. The stored energy would


then be delivered when insolation is insufficient. The total energy


delivered during a year over the amount of energy that would have been


delivered by continuous operation of the plant at the rated power is


defined as the load factor.


For non-baseload operation, the demand characteristics of Southern


California Edison are available in the computer code. However, the


present study is limited to the baseload case corresponding to constant


demand. The ability of a particular power plant configuration to


satisfy this demand is measured by the load factor, where conventional


nuclear and coal plants presently achieve load factors of "0.5 to %0.7


for baseload operation (Ref. 6). Investigation of utility interfacing


as a function of demand characteristics involves complex considerations
 

beyond the scope of this study. Some of the utility interfacing issues


are identified and treated in a preliminary manner in Refs. 6, 7, 29,


and 30, and this basic work has to be amplified and extended.


In operating the code, plant characteristics are 	 first selected.


These include collector type and area, plant rating, storage system


size, and efficiencies of subsystems/components. The computer hour-by­

hour simulation then determines the corresponding load factor. By
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varying collector area and storage size a performance map for a given


type of power plant can be generated.


2. Economic Methodology


The computer generated performance map and the subsystem unit cost


data (Table 3-2) are employed in determining power plant economics as


expressed by energy and capital costs. These power plant costs depend


on cost escalation rates, discount rates, and the method of financing


plant construction.


Therefore, an economic methodology is required so that comparisons


can be conducted in a consistent manner. Such a methodology has been


developed in Ref. 26 and implemented in Ref. 6. This same methodology


is used in the present study. It involves consideration of factors such


as:


* Capital Costs


* Direct


* Contingencies and Spares


o Indirect Costs 
* Interest During Construction


* Operation and Maintenance


* Other: Insurance, Profit, Taxes, etc.


* Differential Inflation


* Prior to Startup


* During Plant Life.


The methodology yields a levelized (average) energy cost over the


plant life and allows the use of a constant dollar base. For the


present study, 1975 dollars are used throughout since the data base from


the comparative assessment study was in 1975 dollars. Due to differ­

ential inflation effects, costs are a function of the year of plant


startup. For this study, all the plants have been analyzed on the


basis of startup in the ygar 2000 with a plant construction period of


6 years. As a consequence of the assumed differential inflation rates


(discussed in detail in Ref. 6), costs for year 2000 startup are 22%


higher than costs for 1975 startup, where it is emphasized that all


costs are in 1975 dollars. Also, the energy cost is calculated on the


basis of 13.6% downtime for annual maintenance (scheduled and


unscheduled).


3. Example of Procedure


The procedure involved in implementing the approach is explained


by treating a specific example case. The parabolic dish-electric sys­

tem is chosen for this purpose. Analysis of the other selected systems


would involve the same basic steps.
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The first step involves the use of the performance simulation code 
to generate a performance map. The map for the parabolic dish-electric 
plant is shown on Fig. 4-2. The relationships among field size, stor­
age capacity, and capacity factor are presented. Basically, to achieve 
a high capacity factor, Fig. 4-2 indicates that both storage capacity 
and collector field size must be increased. The larger field size 
resul-ts-4n greater excess-energy colle-etion during imsblati6n availabil- ­
ity periods. This excess energy can be stored in higher capacity storage 
systems which are discharged during periods of insolation unavailability


and this results in higher capacity factors.


For utility power plant systems, a major design consideration is


to achieve the lowest energy costs for any given operating load factor.


The energy cost for solar plants is given below:


EC 	 CRF (I+f0+fM

EC=8760 PL (h +f 1 0+f 2M)


* PLANT RATING: 10 MWe 
* INSOLATION: HOURLY INYOKERN CA. DATA 
* ADVANCED BATTERY STORAGE 
1.0 
STORAGE CAPACITY, hr 
(70 MWe)1 
0.9 
*9 
<0.8 
6 
0.7 
-. 6JS0.6 
0.5 
 
0.4 
0.5 	 LO L5 2.0 
AREA OF DISH CONCENTRATOR FIELD, A, km 2 
*NO 	 ANNUAL MAINTENANCE FACTOR 
Figure 4-2. Parabolic Dish-Electric Plant Performance
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where


CRF = capital recovery factor


h = factor includes taxes and insurance


I = total capital cost


0 = operation cost


M = maintenance cost


f = factor which creates present value of rising cost stream


(subscript 1 is used for operation while subscript 2 refers


to maintenance)


P = rated power


L = annual load factor (energy generated/rated power x 8760)


including 0.864 annual maintenance factor


In both Ref. 6 and the present study, the weighted interest rate is


9.6%, the cost of capital after taxes is 8%, and the annualized fixed


charge rate is 14.8% where capital costs, taxes, insurance, etc., are


included.


The energy cost relation is essentially the ratio of annualized


costs over the energy delivered. When the collector field size and


storage capacity are increased, costs increase, but the energy delivery


as denoted by the load factor also increases. In general, energy costs


can be made to either decrease or increase depending on the combination


of field area, storage, and load factor. The combination yielding the


lowest energy cost is sought and the method for determining this combi­

nation is depicted on Fig. 4-3. For a chosen concentrator or collector


field area, storage capacity is increased until the lowest energy cost


is achieved. Annual load factor (which includes an 0.864 annual


maintenance factor) also increases as storage capacity is increased,


shown in Fig. 4-2. As storage size is increased beyond the value


corresponding to minimum costs, energy costs rise rapidly while the


load factor becomes essentially constant. This corresponds to the


circumstance where the storage is being oversized in relation to the


excess energy available for storage.


By considering a family of concentrator field sizes and determining


the minimum energy cost for each size, an envelope curve (dashed line


on Fig. 4-3) of minimum energy costs is constructed. This curve is


relatively flat for load factors from 0.3 to 0.6 and thereafter tends


to rise more rapidly. The knee in the curve occurs at a load factor


of about 0.7, and the curve becomes asymptotic to a load factor of


0.864, which represents the maximum value possible in view of the
 

assumed downtime for annual maintenance


The rapidly rising portion of the minimum energy cost curve


corresponds to a zone of diminishing returns. If the solar plant is


forced to provide energy on an essentially continuous basis except


for maintenance downtime, large field areas and large storage capacities


are required and costs will be high. The reasonable operating range 
for solar plants would appear to be for load factors < 0.7, which 
corresponds to the range of present conventional (coal and nuclear) plants. 
ORIGINAL PAGE, ib 
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For the dashed minimum curve line, all of the collected excess


energy is not stored. When storage is full, energy is rejected. If


no energy is to be rejected, the storage system must be sized to handle


the peak excess insolation occurring during the year and for most of


the year excess storage would be provided. Thus, under the ground


rules of delivering a constant rated power level for baseload opera­

tion, minimum costs correspond to some energy rejection.-

For external battery storage systems, it appears likely that the


excess electrical energy over-rated power would be allowed to be fed


into the utility grid. To compensate, fossil plants feeding the grid


could back down slightly and conserve fuel. If this happened, the


lower envelope curve of Fig. 4-3 would prevail and a significant ("5%)


reduction in energy cost would result.


For thermal storage, the optimum baseload situation similarly


results in some rejected thermal energy. Since this rejected energy


is intermittent and highly variable in level, its use will require


detailed tradeoff studies beyond the scope of this study. Thus, for


thermal storage systems, the rejected energy is considered to be lost.


In addition to energy costs, capital costs are an important


consideration in the implementation of power plants. Availability of


capital can dictate the feasibility of constructing a power plant.


Both capital and energy costs are shown on Fig. 4-4 for the minimum


life cycle energy cost designs so that cost trends can be compared.


Capital costs increase rapidly with load factor since both field size


and storage capacity must be increased. As noted previously, energy


costs increase only slightly up to a load factor of 0.6. Thus in


this range, the price of achieving higher load factors is essentially


manifest as higher capital costs.


B. COMPARATIVE ECONOMICS


Employing the basic procedure just described, the energy and


capital costs of the selected systems have been determined. At a


fixed plant rating of 100 MWe, the energy and capital costs of the


systems are compared on Figs. 4-5 and 4-6. For distributed-collector


systems, the two-axis tracking dish-Stirling arrangement has the


lowest energy costs. The dish-Brayton is about 10% more expensive.


The dish-steam and the one-axis tracking variable slat and parabolic


trough are approximately comparable with an energy cost of %40% more


than the dish-Stirling in the 0.3 to 0.6 load factor range. The fixed
 

orientation (nontracking) Vee-trough is ,80% higher.


At least part of this cost trend is due to the use of higher


temperature (%1500'F) technology for the Stirling and Brayton systems.


The dish-steam employs conventional (IOOO0 F) Rankine cycle technology.


Use of advanced Rankine systems (e.g., topping cycles) could change the


comparison. For one-axis tracking systems, either variable slats or


parabolic trough, achievable temperatures appear to be limited to the


level of conventional Rankine technology. But even for these systems,


modifications such as the addition of a bottoming cycle could improve
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Figure 4-3. Parabolic Dish-Electric System Characteristics
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Figure 4-4. Parabolic Dish-Electric Capital and Energy Costs
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Figure 4-5. Solar Plant Energy Costs
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Figure 4-6. Solar Plant Capital Costs
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plant economics. Consideration of these possibilities is beyond the


scope of the present study and it is emphasized that these limitations


of the present effort should be recognized when interpreting the


results.


The baseline central receiver is between the dish-Stirling/Brayton


systems and the dish-steam (Fig. 4-5), is based on conventional


Rankine cycle technology, and is introduced here for reference


purposes only. Since the dish-steam system based on comparable tech­

nology to the central receiver is projected to have a higher cost,


and the dish-Stirling/Brayton systems based on higher temperature


technology are projected to have lower energy costs, it appears that


the central receiver (for the 100 MWe size) is the best candidate when


conventional Rankine conversion systems ara-used. It is also noted that


second and third generation central receiver systems will exhibit even


higher performance than the baseline system.


The improved economics of the dish Stirling/Brayton systems


indicate that advanced technology systems may be better than the ref­

erence baseline central receiver. Advanced technology/higher tempera­

ture central receiver systems are not considered in this study. It is


therefore emphasized that Fig. 4-5 should not be interpreted to mean


that dish-electric systems have higher performance capabilities
 

than all central receiver systems. This comparison can only be made


after an in-depth study of the advanced technology possibilities


associated with each of the basic systems. These issues could not


be addressed within the scope of this study.


The capital cost comparison of Fig. 4-6 shows that the dish-

Stirling system has the lowest costs. Although unit collector costs


for two-axis tracking dish-electric systems are high (Table 3v2),


these systems optically collect a higher percentage of .incident


energy and are coupled to highly efficient cavity receivers and heat


engines. This high overall system efficiency allows the use of a


smaller collector field for a given output and these savings more than


offset the higher unit collector cost.


The capital cost of the reference baseline central receiver is


between the dish-Stirling and the variable slat/dish-steam systems.


Thus, capital and energy costs exhibit the.same relative rankings. The


capital cost differences between systems is seen to be large; e.g.,


at a load factor of 0.5 the capital cost of the dish-steam system is


more than 50% greater than the'dish-Stirling. This indicates that sub­

stantial gains will result from technological advancement activities.


C. SIZE EFFECTS


The comparative economics of Figs. 4-5 and 4-6 involved a 100


MWe plant, which is representative of central power applications. Solar


plants are being considered for a wide spectrum of applications involv­

ing a range of plant sizes. Thus, the variation of plant economics


with size is an important consideration in planning a balanced R&D


program to meet application system requirements.
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Size trends for the selected systems are compared on Fig. 4-7.


The dish-Stirling/Brayton systems are seen to be relatively insen­

sitive to size. This follows because the arrangement is inherently


modular with a single dish-receiver-engine/generator serving as the


basic power unit which delivers only -25 kWe at peak power rating.


The slight increase in energy costs with decreasing size shown on Fig.


4-7 is essentially due to the fact that indirect coists constitute a


larger fraction of plant costs when sizes are small.


All of the other distributed-collector systems are based on


conventional central Rankine cycle energy conversion plants. For


these systems, costs increase with decreasing size, shown on Fig. 4-7.


For steam Rankine systems, most of the development emphasis has been


directed toward large size units for central power applications and,


therefore, the performance of present smaller size Rankine systems


will be higher if implemented for solar application in the 1990-2000


time frame. This technology development is accounted for in Fig. 4-7;


e.g., although present prototype 100 kWe Rankine engines have effi­

ciencies of %20%, it was projected that engines of 27% would be


available.


The reference central receiver system is shown to have an even


steeper rise in energy costs as plant size decreases. In addition to
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higher Rankine engine costs, the heliostat field of the central receiver


becomes more costly due to the need for smaller mirror facets and/or
 

curving of the mirror surfaces. Thus, it appears that the dish-electric


system is superior to all systems based on conventional Rankine tech­

nology for small power applications.


It is noted that an advanced small power central receiver system


could be constructed with a tower-mounted Stirling or Brayton engine.


This system would probably have lower energy costs than the small


central receiver-Rankine system of Fig. 4-7. Although an analysis of


this possibility was-not within the scope of this study, it should be


kept in mind when interpreting results of this study.


Breakdowns of capital and energy costs are presented on Tables


4-1 and 4-2, respectively, for four 100 MWe plants including dish-

Stirling, dish-steam, variable slats, and the reference baseline


central receiver. Similar breakdowns are given in Tables 4-3 and 4-4


for a 10 MWe size. A comparison of the total capital and energy costs


for the systems conform with the size trends depicted on Fig. 4-7;


e.g., at 10 MWe, all the systems, including the reference central


receiver, have about the same energy cost except for the dish-Stirling


which has lower costs.


The cost breakdown among subsystems shows that collectors (concenr


trators and receivers) dominate costs; e.g., from Table 4 "1 it is seen


that for the 100 We dish-Stirling system, the collector subsystem


cost of $139 million comprises 64% of the total capital cost of $217


million. In fact, for all the 100 MWe and 10 MWe systems, collectors


constitute more than half of the total capital cost. The percent of


energy cost contribution is slightly less (Tables 4-2 and 4-4) since


energy costs include the effect of Operation and Maintenance (O&M).


However, the collectors still comprise >45% of the energy cost for all


the 10 MWe and 100 MWe systems.


In terms of energy cost contribution, other capital and O&M costs


are comparable and are second only to collector costs (see Tables


4-2 and 4-4). Other capital includes charges for spares and contin7
 

gencies, indirect costs, and construction interest (see Ref. 6). The


O&M contribution is the levelized energy cost due to O&M costs which


escalate during the life of the plant. The 0&M costs for the first


year of commercial operation are shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-3 for the


100 MWe and 10 MWe plants, respectively.


Although subsystems of transport, conversion, and storage have


relatively small contributions to capital and energy costs, it is


emphasized that their efficiencies have a direct influence on the size


and cost of the collector field. For example, unit parabolic dish


concentrator costs (which comprise the bulk of the collector field


cost) for the dish-Stirling and dish-steam systems are taken to be


identical. However, as shown on Table 4-3, the collectors for a 10 MWe


dish-Stirling plant cost $14 million as compared to $21 million for


the dish-steam. This difference of $7 million is primarily due to


the high conversion efficiency of the dish-Stirling system (Table 3-1)
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Table 4-1. Capital Cost Breakdown, 100 MWe Plant


* ANNUAL LOAD FACTOR = 0.55 * YEAR 2000 START UP(1) 
* 1975 DOLLARS 
SYSTEM 
DISH DISH I-AXIS CENTRAL 
ITEM STIRLING STEAM SLATS RECEIVER 
DIRECT 	 CAPITAL, $M 
145 (3 ) COLLECTORS 	 139(2) 189(2) 188(2) 
25 (4) TRANSPORT 8 31 19 
CONVERSION 20 25 25 25 
STO RAG E 13 25 25 25 
OTHER CAPITAL (5 ) , $M 33 56 53 52 
TOTAL CAPITAL, SM 213 326 310 272 
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE, S/Vyr 3.7 2.9 3.1 2.9 
(FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION) 
(1) YEAR 2000 START UP CAPITAL COST = 1.22 x (1975 START UP COST) 
(2) INCLUDES RECEIVER 
(3) HELIOSTATS ONLY 
(4) INCLUDES TOWER, RECEIVER AND TRANSPORT 
(5) INDIRECT, SPARES & CONTINGENCY AND CONSTRUCTION INTEREST 
Table 4-2. Energy Cost Breakdown, 100 MWe Plant


*-ANNUAL LOAD FACTOR= 0.55 * YEAR 2000 STARTUP 
* 1975 DOLLARS 
SYSTEM, - mills/kWe hr 
ITEM DISH DISH I-AXIS CENTRAL 
ELECTRIC STEAM SLATS RECEIVER 
DIRECT CAPITAL 
COLLECTORS 55.5 76 76 59 
TRANSPORT 3 12 7.5 10 
CONVERSION 9 10 10 10 
STORAGE 5 10 10 10 
OTHER CAPITAL 13.5 23 22.5 22 
O&M 20.5 16 17 16 
TOTAL 	 106.5 147 143 127 
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Table 4-3. Capital Cost Breakdown, 10 MWe Plant


* ANNUAL LOAD FACTOR = 0.55 * YEAR 2000 STARTUP ( l) 
* 	 1975 DOLLARS 
SYSTEM 
DISH DISH I-AXIS CENTRAL 
ITEM STIRLING STEAM SLATS RECEIVER 
DIRECT CAPITAL, $M 
COLLECTORS 	 14.0(2) 21.0(2) 20.5(2) 20.0 (0 ) 
TRANSPORT 	 0.5 3.0 1.5 3.0(4) 
CONVERSION 	 2.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 
STORAGE 	 1.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 
OTHER CAPITAL 5 , $M 	 5.5 9.0 9.0 9.5 
TOTAL CAPITAL, $M 	 23.0 39.0 37.0 38.5 
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE, $4/yr 

(FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION) 0.37 0.32 0.34 0.32 

(I) YEAR 2000 STARTUP CAPITAL COST = 1.22 x (1975 STARTUP COST) 
(2) INCLUDES RECEIVER 
(3) HELIOSTATS ONLY 
(4) INCLUDES TOWER, RECEIVER AND TRANSPORT 
(5) INDIRECT, SPARES & CONTINGENCY AND CONSTRUCTION INTEREST 
Table 4-4. Energy Cost Breakdown, 10 MWe Plant


* ANNUAL LOAD FACTOR 0.55 * YEAR 2000 STARTUP 
* 	 1975 DOLLARS 
ENERGY COST, -mills/kWe hr 
DISH DISH I-AXIS CENTRAL 
ITEM ELECTRIC STEAM SLATS RECEIVER 
DIRECT CAPITAL 
COLLECTORS 55.5 84 84 80.5 
TRANSPORT 2 11 7 11.5 
CONVERSION 9 14 14 13.5 
STORAGE 5 10 10 10 
OTHER CAPITAL 21 37.5 38 39.5 
O&M 20.5 17.5 17 17 
TOTAL 	 113 174 170 172 
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which results in a smaller collector field. This shows the importance


of technology advances to improve the efficiencies of these subsystems.


D. SYSTEM SENSITIVITIES


Thg data base as-given in-Tables 3-1--and 3-2-, -reflects nominal­

values of projected efficiencies and costs. There are considerable


uncertainties Associated with many of these projections, particularly


for those subsystems/components that are in early developmental stages.


The effect of uncertainties in each subsystem is treated in the next


section. In this section, the combined effect of the uncertainties on


comparative system economics is examined.


In Fig. 4-8, the uncertainty ranges of the selected systems are


compared for a plant rating of 100 MWe and a load factor of 0.55. The


low energy cost bound corresponds to all subsystems simultaneously


achieving lowest projected costs and highest efficiencies, while the


high bound results when highest projected costs and lowest efficiencies.


occur. Neither of these extreme bounds is likely, but it is felt that


the spectrum of possibilities is contained within these bounds.


As seen from Fig. 4-8, considerable overlapping occurs in the


ranges. The dish-Stirling system, which has the lowest nominal energy
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Figure 4-8. System Sensitivity Comparison
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cost, has the largest uncertainty range. It has high promise in terms


of employing advanced technology, but if the technology development is


not successful, it could be a poorer candidate than other systems. The


nominal values for the one-axis tracking variable slat and two-axis


tracking dish-steam systems are essentially identical but the dish­

steam has a greater uncertainty range since the dish-collector is in


an earlier stage of-development.


The reference baseline central receiver also has a cost uncertainty


range of the same order as thd distributed systems due mainly to uncer­

tainties in heliostat costs. Since the fixed collector Vee-trough


system is not deemed to be attractive for electric power generation,


a detailed sensitivity study for this system has not been conducted.


However, it is noted that the nominal cost estimate for the Vee-trough


system of 175 mills/kWe hr is within the uncertainty range of the


other systems shown on Fig. 4-8. Thus, it is possible but not very


likely that the Vee-trough or fixed systems could be competitive with


tracking systems. As noted previously, projections for the Vee-trough


system are considered to be optimistic.


The effect of system uncertainty ranges are shown over a range


of power plant sizes on Figs. 4-9 and 4-10. The dish-electric Stirling


system representing the lowest nominal cost distributed system is


compared with the reference central receiver system on Fig. 4-9. There


is a wide region of overlap with the central receiver having less un­

certainty for large central power applications (>100 MWe). Even for


small power levels there is considerable overlap, but the inherent


modularity of the dish-electric system would give this system an


advantage if projected technology development could be successfully


accomplished.


On Fig. 4-10, the one-axis tracking variable slat system is


compared with the two-axis tracking dish-electric Stirling system.


These systems also exhibit considerable overlap with the variable


slat system having lesser uncertainty for large central power


applications. The variable slat system is based on using conventional


centrally located steam Rankine conversion systems and scale effects


associated with this conversion system tend to place the variable


slat system at a disadvantage relative to the highly modular diqb­

electric Sirling system for small power applications. However, the


overlap region is large even for small sizes. The two-axis tracking


dish-steam system has a projected nominal performance curve that


is essentially the same as the variable slat system curve shown on


Fig. 4-10. However, it has a wider range of uncertainty (see Fig. 4-8)


that persists over the entire size range.


Based on the system sensitivities to uncertainties in the data


base, it is clear from Figs. 4-9 and 4-10 that no definitive conclusion


can be drawn with regard to selecting a "best" system. Instead, it


would appear that all of the systems should be pursued to reduce the


level of uncertainty, while placing primary R&D funding emphasis on


candidates which appear to offer the greatest future promise.
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E. SUBSYSTEM SENSITIVITIES


The upper and lower system sensitivities, shown in Figs. 4-9 and


4-10, are the combined effect of subsystem sensitivities presented in


this section. Upper and lower bound performance and cost sensitivities


have been determined for each subsystem. Additionally, upper and


lower bounds are estimated for operation and maintenance (O&M) costs.


Each of the individual sensitivities are discussed below.


1. Collector Subsystem


Cost and efficiency sensitivities are shown in Figs. 4-11 and


4-12, respectively. The greater uncertainty of the two-axis tracking

dish systems relative to the one-axis tracking variable slat system


is clearly evident. 
 The range of estimated collector cost variations


for the variable slat system is 131 $/m2 to 218 $/m2 as compared to


121 $/m2 to 279 $/m2 for the dish-electric system. The efficiency


ranges are 52% to 60% and 60% 
to 85% for the variable slat (linear


cavity receiver) and the dish-electric (point cavity receiver) systems.


respectively.


2. Energy Conversion Subsystem


Sensitivities to cost and efficiency uncertainties are presented


in Figs. 4-13 through 4-16 for both steam Rankine and Stirling engine


systems. Additionally, sensitivity to Stirling engine life is shown


on Fig. 4-17.


For Rankine systems, the estimated cost range of +20% of nominal,


as shown in Fig. 4-13, was inferred from Ref. 11. The cost uncertainty


of the dish-electric conversion system was mainly due to the Stirling


engine as indicated by the wide cost range shown on Fig. 4-14. The


nominal efficiency levels for the Rankine system were based on inter­

mediate term technology forecasts which were between the present and


far term potential. For the results shown on Fig. 4-15, the upper


uncertainty bound was estimated to be mid-way between the intermediate


and far term potential; while the lower bound was mid-way between the


present and intermediate term. The Stirling engine efficiency range


is taken to be from 36% 
to 50% per Fig. 4-16, while engine life based


on automotive engine developments is taken to be 2 to 10 years (Fig.


4-17). 
 As shown by the dashed lines on Fig. 4-17, energy cost increases


rapidly as engine life decreases below 2 years. Total replacement is


assumed for initial estimating purposes. Some cost savings may be


possible by overhauling engines as opposed to total replacement.


3. Energy Storage Subsystem


Cost and efficiency sensitivities for both sensible heat thermal


storage and advanced batteries are presented on Figs. 4-18 and 4-19.


The estimated cost ranges (Fig. 4-18) are from one-half to twice nominal


for thermal storage, and two-thirds to twice nominal for advanced


batteries. Since only a.fraction of the collected energy is stored,


the effect of storage efficiency is less important than for subsystems


such as energy conversion. Estimated efficiency ranges are shown on


Fig. 4-19.
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4. Energy Transport Subsystem


Sensitivities to both steam pipeline and electrical transport cost


and efficiency uncertainties are depicted in Figs. 4-20 and 4-21. For


these systems, uncertainties do not arise as a result of technology


projections, but relate to uncertainties in estimates based on very


preliminary designs. The estimated cost range (Fig. 4-20) is from


two-thirds to three-halves nominal. Transport efficiencies are


governed primarily by design tradeoff considerations and the nominal


value is based on a preliminary optimization anlaysis (Ref. 24).


Only small variations about this nominal are anticipated as reflected


by the ranges shown on Fig. 4-21.
 

5. Operation and Maintenance (0&M) Costs


Sensitivity to O&M cost uncertainties is presented in Fig. 4-22.


The estimates of O&M costs are extremely uncertain and detail studies


are needed. The nominal values used in this study correspond to the ­

low bound determined' in Ref. 27, since the low bound was interpreted to


be appropriate for the type of activities associated with a large solar,
 

power plant installation. A cost range involving a factor of five in­

crease from the low bound to the high bound has been indicated in Ref.


27, but by focusing on lower cost approaches it is believed that an


appropriate uncertainty range for systems considered in this study


is from one-half to five-halves of nominal.
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Subsystem sensitivity studies are useful in delineating dominant


parameters that affect system performance and economics. As noted in


an earlier preliminary parametric sensitivity study (Ref. 28). the cost
 

of the collector field is a primary driver for all systems (see Fig.


4-11). Conversion system efficiency is also a major driver since


achievement of high efficiencies will enable a reduction in the size


and cost of the collector field for a given plant rating. The


storage and transport subsystems can have a significant but not dom­

inant effect.


The O&M cost (Fig 4-22) has a sizeable impact, and detailed


studies should be conducted in parallel with subsystem/component
 

development This is particularly needed since there is a direct


tradeoff between capital costs and O&M; i.e., a system designed for


low maintenance will generally require higher capital costs.
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SECTION V


CONCLUSIONS


A major emphasis of this study was to compare distributed collector


systems as a function of size or plant rating. In particular, a 200 MWe


plant size representative of central station applications and a 10 MWe


size corresponding to small power applications were investigated.


Conclusions pertaining to these two application categories are pre­

sented below:


* 	 For Central Station Plant Size (100 MWe)


" 	 Dish-Stirling/Brayton is projected as most attractive
 

distributed solar system
 

-	 Others are = 40% more expensive


" 	 Dish-steam and one-axis slats or parabolic trough sys­

tems are projected to have similar costs and are nearer


term technologies than dish-Stirling


" 	 Baseline central-receiver cost is projected to be


between dish-Stirling/Brayton and other distributed


solar approaches


" 	 Advanced fixed systems are about 75% more even with


optimistic cost estimates for collector


* 	 The cost ranges of all five systems overlap.


* 	 For Small Power Plants (10 MWe)


* 	 Projected cost advantage of dish-Stirling/Brayton


increases over other options


- Others = 55% more expensive


" 	 Dish-Stirling/Brayton costs are nearly constant over


four orders of magnitude change in plant size


- Cost is within ± 10% as plant size goes from 
100 kWe to 1000 MWe 
* 	 Dish-steam and one-axis slats system costs "cross


ovex"central receiver-steam system cost at 10 MWe


=

" 	 Dish-Brayton costs are 10% more than dish-Stirling


over entire range of plant sizes.


OG 	 1O001'
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Broad general conclusions previously given are intended to provide


guidance for preliminary planning of R&D activities and are in concert


with the scope and objectives of this study. Development of a detailed


R&D program plan must consider many factors beyond the scope of this


study and is identified as a major element of future work. A basic con­

sideration involves the weighing of potential gains from developing a


particular technology Against its pyojecte& R&D-costs. A general pro­

cedure for analyzing this trade-off is presented in Appendix B and is


illustrated in terms of a preliminary comparison of the dish-Stirling


system vis-a-vis the dish-Brayton.


Additionally, the study focused specifically on selected advanced


distributed-collector concepts. Use of advanced central receiver con­

cepts was not investigated and the present or first generation central


receiver system was introduced in the study for reference purposes only.


Since advanced versions of central receiver systems were excluded from


the study, conclusions about the relative merits of distributed and


central receiver systems cannot be drawn. Rather, the emphasis of the
 

study is directed toward comparing a selected number of distributed­

collector concepts.
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SECTION VI


RECOMENDATIONS


Based on the broad comparative analysis of distributed-collection


solar thermal power plants as conducted in this study, the following


recommendations are made:


* 	 Pursue the technology for a point focusing dish combined with


Stirling engine and electric transport as a most promising dis­

tributed solar electric plant.


e 	 Pursue Brayton engine development as an important nearer term


option and back-up to the Stirling engine until engine perfor­

mance and cost uncertainties of both systems are reduced.


* 	 Pursue dish-steam and one-axis slat/parabolic trough as first


generation systems and back-up to dish-electric systems until


cost uncertainties are reduced and a more detailed comparative


evaluation is performed.


• 	 Do not pursue fixed orientation (non-tracking) solar systems


for electric generation applications.


The rationale for the above recommendations is that a balanced R&D


program should be undertaken. , The effort should be directed toward ulti­

mately achieving the performance of the most promising candidate while


minimizing risks by encompassing back-up systems. The activity should


progress systematically from first generation systems based on present


technology to the advanced technology systems offering greater promise;


i.e., improvements to or replacements of components should be accomplished


in 	 a stepwise manner as the technology develops.


CAVEAT: The recommendations given above to pursue particular develop­

ments are to be strictly regarded as applicable to early activities con­

cerned with reducing uncertainties. After uncertainties are reduced and


the systems are better understood, studies in much greater depth will be


required before recommendations can be made regarding provision of large


funding levels necessary to develop any specific technology to the point


where it can be commercially implemented. These later in-depth studies


must address issues such as relative technical risks versus benefits,


amount of R&D funding required, payback period for the R&D investment,


the match between required technology development time and anticipated


technology need dates, and socio-environmental considerations (see Ref.


6).
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APPENDIX A'


DISTRIBUTED COLLECTOR SURVEY


This appendix summarizes findings regarding the status of distri­

buted collectors obtained by a survey of industry and government labor­

atories. The survey was predicated on a screening procedure to first


delineate the on-going research and development activities within


government laboratories and private companies which could contribute


information regarding performance and costs of distributed collector


systems. Then, discussions were held to ascertain all available and


pertinent data.


The 	 survey was implemented by conducting the following steps:


1) 	 A literature search was undertaken.


2) 	 The names of companies were obtained from:


a) Western Regional Solar Energy Directory.


b) National Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center.


c) Active prime contracts in solar energy programs as of


November 30, 1976 furnished by ERDA (now DOE).
 

d) Technology Applications Center, University of New Mexico.


e) Solar Energy Industries Association.


f), 	 Conversations with technical personnel at JPL and outside


contacts.


3) 	 Letters were sent to 44 companies requesting: collector des­

cription (photos, etc.), performance, capital costs for pro­

totypes and mass-produced units and service/maintenance costs.


4) 	 Based on the company responses, further inquiries were made


via telephone about their concentrators and to make appoint­

ments for visits to the plant.


The results of the literature search, letter responses and tele­

phone conversations revealed the following:


1) 	 14 companies responded and have significant involvement in


the development and testing of solar concentrators.


2) 	3 companies responded and are just getting started with solar


concentrators.


3) 	 A companies responded, but are not engaged in the development


of solar concentrators.


4) 	 23 companies did not respond.
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Out of the fourteen companies already involved with concentrators,


eight are listed below. These companies responded to the initial requests,


provided data and information, and have solar concentrators undergoing


testing and evaluation. The eight companies are:


a AAI Corporation.


- Acurex Corporation.


* Del Manufacturing Company.


* General Atomic Company.


* Hexcel.


* Honeywell, Inc.


* Sheldahl, Inc.


" Raytheon Company.


The following information was acquired during February -

September, 1977:


A. AAI CORPORATION, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND


1. General Description


AAI Corporation is developing and testing three different linear


focusing solar concentrators:


1) 	 Modular cylindrical roof concentrator, 8 ft aperture by 32 ft


long.


2) 	 Venetian blind, strip-mirror concentrator, 8 ft aperture by


32 ft long.


3) 	 Fixed parabolic roof concentrator, 20 ft aperture by 60 ft long.


2. Cylindrical Concentrator


This concentrator has a reflective surface composed of glass strips


2 inch wide by 5 ft long. The concave surface is made of 0.065 inch


thick aluminum and the glass strips are cemented to the metal. A metal


framework serves as support structure for the 8 ft by 32 ft concentrator.


Orientation for the longitudinal axis of the reflective surface is in an


east-west direction. The receiver assembly is remotely actuated and trans­

cribes an arc as it tracks the sun (Fig. A-i). Concentration ratio is


8-10 and fluid temperature of approximately 300OF at the receiver can be


achieved. Sixteen cylindrical concentrators will be utilized to provide


the majority of heating and air conditioning for Disney World's Central


Energy Plant. This concentrator-roof assembly replaces the usual trusses,


corrugated decking and concrete roof. For new construction, this concept


reduces the costs associated with conventional roofing if solar concentra­

tors are to be part of the design. Each 8 ft by 32 ft modular collector


consists of a concave cylindrical reflective surface and a receiver.


The'receiver uses water as a heat transfer medium and is kept focused with


a linear actuator controller by a sun sensor focusing device. System


will be operational in the summer of 1977.
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3. Venetian Blind, Strip-Mirror Concentrator


This concentrator consists of eight mirrors (slightly concave),


1 ft wide by 8 ft long that are motor actuated. Four units comprise the


8 ft by 32 ft concentrator. The fixed receiver is built of 304L stain­

less steel pipe 3.5 inch O.D. A metal framework is used to support the


mirror assembly and receiver pipe. Rotation axis of the mirrors is


oriented in an east-west direction (Fig. A-2).


4. The Fixed Parabolic Roof Concentrator


The parabolic roof concentrator utilizes a reflective surface con­

sisting of 3 ft by 5 ft sections of glass, 0.1 inch thick that are curved


in-place by means of a metal molding that bolts down. The receiver is


movable and tracks the sun with the aid of a sensor and an electric motor


(Fig. A-2). This parabolic roof concentrator will be included in a ret­

rofit installation on the one-story Padonia Elementary School, MD. Most


of the heating and cooling required for the cafetorium, library and ad­

ministrative suite will be provided by the concentrator. The concen­

trator system consists of fixed parabolic reflector mirrors mounted on


the south end of the school with an electronic sun-sensing control mech­

anism, hot/cold water storage and an absorption chiller. Expected


operational date is August 1977.


B. ACUREX CORPORATION, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA


1. General Description
 

The parabolic trough concentrators designed and built by Acurex


have the receiver tube positioned east-west, and remote tracking takes


place in a north-south direction. The 6 ft aperture by 10 ft long col­

lectors are designed to be coupled together to form a line of eight units,


driven by a single-motor. This arrangement can be modified and the num­

ber of collectors can vary to accommodate the application. Figure A-3


shows the parabolic concentrators and corresponding performance data.


2. Collector


The collector frame is constructed of moderate-weight painted


metal and the reflecting surface is aluminum lighting sheeting 0.038


inch thick (Alzak). Metal brackets are used at the edges of the Alzak


to firmly press the sheets against parabolic-shaped metal ribs that


form the contour of the trough. Neither adhesives nor cements are used


to bond the sheets to the metal frame.


3. Receiver Assembly


Each collector is equipped with a 1.25 inch diameter mild steel


receiver tube. The receiver tube is coated wtih either black paint or


selective black chrome over nickel plate (for applications over 250 0 F).


A pyrex glass tube encloses the receiver tube. Up to this time Acurex


has not seriously considered using an evacuated tube to enhance perfor­

mance. Fluids that may be used in the receiver tube are water, organic
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liquids, or air. The receiver tube is equipped with a central orifice


that produces the proper convective coefficients with an acceptable


fluid pressure drop. The size of the orifice is based on the specifi­

cations of the overall system.


4. Tracking and Control System


Tracking of the sun and trough rotation is accomplished by means of


of a motor/chain drive system and associated silicon photocells. Acurex


developed and built their own tracking system prior to the time when


commercial units were readily available. The bridge circuit connected


to the photocells is imbalanced by shading one of the photocells. Balance


is restored when the drive system seeks the sun and rotates the parabolic


troughs. No provisions are available for automatically going to the store


position due to undesirable climatic or hazardous conditions (rain, hail,


etc.).


5. Comments


Approximately 7,000 ft2 of parabolic troughs are scheduled to be


installed at a New Mexico farm for irrigation purposes. Another project


at the Campbell Soup Company, Sacramento, CA, will utilize 3,000 ft2 for


the company's canning/washing operation. During the development of the


parabolic troughs, Acurex has lowered their cost for the collector unit


(reflector, receiver, and tracking system) to $14.50/ft 2 for production runs


of 210,000 ft2 . The company is quoting $10.40/ft 2 for orders of 50,000


ft2 . Future mass production costs are estimated in the range of $6-8/ft2 .


C. DEL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, MONTEREY PARK, CALIFORNIA


1. General Description


Del has designed and is testing/evaluating their linear focusing


parabolic trough concentrators. Each collector module is 2 ft by 8 ft


long and eight can be grouped together and be driven by a single motor.


The parabolic troughs are constructed such that the longitudinal axis


is east-west oriented (Figs. A-4 and A-5). Figure A-5 shows steam being


produced by the concentrators and results of performance computations.


A unique feature of this design is the glass mirror segments used as a


reflective surface.


2. Collector


The parabolic trough's reflective surface is composed of eight 
curved, glass mirror segments. Each second-surface mirror segment is 
1 ft wide and 2 ft long and back-silvered to provide protection from the 
environment. Design and construction of the collector permits replace­

ment of individual mirror segments for cleaning, replacement, or inspec­

tion in the field. The glass mirror provides a stable, lasting surface
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that will not scratch or mark during cleaning. Reflective efficiency


for these mirrors is in excess of 90%. A rigid metal framework com­

prises the structure that supports the mirror segments and bearings


utilized during the tracking mode.
 

3. Receiver Assembly


A stationary steel tube, 0.5 inch O.D., plated with a selective


black chrome coating over dull nickel comprises the receiver. Since the


receiver tube is fixed, leaks from pipe joints transporting hot water,


air or steam are minimized. Each receiver tube is surrounded by a 1.5


inch O.D. pyrex glass tube to reduce convection losses and protect the


selective surface from the environment. The system has been designed


such that the stationary receiver is on the center of gravity of the rotat­

ing system, thus minimizing motor drive requirements and cost. Evacuation


of the space between the steel and glass tube has been considered but has


not taken place at this time.


4. Tracking and Control System


Tracking is accomplished by means of a reversible electric motor


and related photoelectric sensor. A commercially available sensor pro­

duced by Delavan Corporation is used to provide the electrical signal to


the 24 volt dc motor. Up to eight parabolic troughs connected together


can be driven with one motor. The system control logic will place the


reflecting surfaces face down at night and during undesirable climatic


or hazardous conditions (rain, hail, etc.).


5. Comments


Del has developed a number of mass production techniques in produc­

ing a variety of aerospace and commercial products. Formation of the


Jacobs-Del Solar Systems Company to act as exclusive worldwide distribu­

tors for the concentrators and to serve a broad range of industrial


and commercial processes was announded in August 1977. The parent


company, Jacobs Engineering, represents a multi-million dollar operation


including the U.S. and numerous foreign countries.


At the present time Del has a $113,000 contract from Sandia, Albu­

querque to develop the concentrator and extend the operating temperature


from 4000 F, presently attainable, to 6000 F. They recently received an


ERDA contract award to provide hot water and steam to a laundry, American


Linen Supply Company, El Centro, California. Due to a number of uncer­

tainties related to installing solar concentrators (i.e., possible


increases in real estate taxes, required service and maintenance, etc.),


the owner decided not to participate in the project. As an outgrowth of


that project, negotiations are taking place with DOE to install Del


concentrators at a Home Laundry in Pasadena, California to provide hot


water and steam. The cost estimates for 1 x 106 ft2 of concentrators is


$10-12/ft 2 .
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D. GENERAL ATOMIC COMPANY, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA


The fixed mirror linear focusing solar concentrator developed and


built by General Atomic is approximately 5 ft (aperture) by 10 ft long.


Surface of the concentrator where the mirrors are located is basically


a concave cylindrical contour with built-in steps to accommodate the


reflective surface (Fig. A-6). Reflective surfaces consist of glass


mirror strips approximately 2 inch wide cemented to the cylindrical


contour. The entire base where the mirror strips are placed is made of


cement.


A movable receiver tube tracks the sun by means of an actuator.


To accommodate the motion, flexible hoses that carry the fluid are utilized


at each end of the concentrator. Orientation of the concentrator's longi­

tudinal axis is east-west. The program has consisted of: 1) preparation

of a dynamic computer model to predict performance, 2) preliminary engineer­

ing design of system components, 3) testing and evaluation of concentrator,


and 4) preparation for testing the proposed construction method. General


Atomic personnel indicate that their concentrator is applicable not only


for total energy applications but also for process heat and electric power


generation. Present unit cost is in excess of $20/ft 2 corresponding to


200,000 ft2 being manufactured.


This program was initiated by EPRI (Electric Power Research Insti­

tute) and the testing will be conducted with joint EPRI/DOE sponsorship.


E. HEXCEL, DUBLIN, CALIFORNIA


1. General Description


Hexcel has designed, developed, and constructed tracking parabolic


trough linear focusing concentrators. The receiver tube is oriented


east-west and remote tracking occurs in a north-south direction. They


are producing a 9 ft aperture by 20 ft long (complete parabola) with con­

centration ratios of 60-80. Testing is taking place on a 5 ft aperture


by 10 ft long, termed half parabola (from an end view only one-half of


the parabola is utilized). Concentration ratio of this latter configura­

tion is about 34. One of the unique features of their design is the


lightweight aluminum honeycomb sandwich used for the parabolic section.


Figure A-7 shows the parabolic concentrators and performance data.


2. Collector


Hexcel's collector panels are constructed of an aluminum honeycomb


sandwich. Three elements make up a sandwich panel: face sheet, adhe­

sive and honeycomb core. The face sheet is typically 0.020 inch thick,


and the core is a corrosion-resistant treated aluminum honeycomb. The


reflective surface material is an aluminized acrylic film. Weight of the


collector panels is approximately 7 ib/ft 2 or 32 lb per trough.
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3. Receiver Assembly


The receiver, which is supported in an insulated casing, can be


copper, steel, or glass depending on the chemistry and operating tempera­

ture of the working fluid. Their present configuration consists of a


pyrex half cylinder, to reduce convection losses, covering a selectively


coated copper pipe encapsulated with an insulated galvanized sleeve.


Another receiver design they have developed includes a back-up secondary


reflector. Estimated costs for the receivers are approximately $4/ft 2


of aperture area.


4. Tracking and Control System


The parabolic trough tracks the sun with the aid of photo transis­

tor sensors and an electro-mechanical drive. The associated bridge cir­

cuit is imbalanced by shading one of the transistors and balance is


restored as the drive mechanism seeks the sun and rotates the parabolic


trough. The system is designed to sense undesirable climatic or hazard­

ous conditions (rain, hail, etc.) and rotates the trough to the store


position until conditions have cleared. Additional features include


a standby 24 Vdc power supply that will maintain or store the trough in


the event of a utility power failure.
 

5. Comments


The 9 ft by 20 ft parabolic troughs have achieved receiver tempera­

tures of 800°F at its plant at Casa Grande, Arizona. About 1200 ft2 of


concentrators heat air that is used to generate heat for manufacturing


processes. Hexcel is utilizing this type of trough with a modified Ran­

kine cycle engine for an irrigation project in Gila Bend, Arizona. Pri­

vate funding for this demonstration project was obtained from Northwest
 

Mutual Insurance Company and Battelle Institute. Hexcel is projecting


commercial costs of $15-20/ft2 for 40,000-50,000 ft2 production runs.


2
In addition, estimated installation costs are about $2/ft . Anticipated


service and maintenance involves hosing reflective surfaces with high


pressure water, and final rinse once every 3-4 weeks with water contain­

ing surfactants.


F. HONEYWELL, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA


1. General Description


Honeywell has been a pioneer in the field of tracking parabolic


trough linear focusing concentrators. In cooperation with the Univer­

sity of Minnesota, Honeywell has designed, developed and extensively


tested the concentrators. Initial work on the parabolic trough, started


approximately four years ago, has a 3.7 ft aperture and is 12.7 ft long


(Fig. A-8). A 4 ft aperture by 20 ft long unit (collector consists of


half parabola) is being tested at the Minneapolis plant. Both troughs


have their longitudinal axes oriented in an east-west direction.
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2. Parabolic Trough Concentrator
 

The 3.7 ft by 12.7 ft long trough has undergone continued exposure
 

testing at Phoenix, Arizona. Reflective surface material used on the


trough is first surface anodized aluminum (Alzak). Samples of a number


of different types of reflecting surfaces have been subjected to solar


exposure. Some of the samples include: 1) first surface aluminized


fiberglass with protective coating, 2) second surface aluminum and silver


mirrors on acrylic, teflon, and glass, and 3) first surface anodized alu­

minum. Concentration ratio for the trough is about 41, and 300'C working


fluid temperature has been achieved at the receiver. The receiver con­

sists of a 1-inch diameter tube enclosed by a glass cylinder. A vacuum


is maintained in the space between the tube and the glass cylinder to


reduce heat loss from the receiver and to protect the high absorption


material deposited on the tube. In this design the receiver tube


remains fixed and the parabolic trough, as it tracks the sun, rotates
 

around the receiver.


3. Half-Parabolic Trough Concentrator
 

Honeywell is developing and testing a half-parabolic concentrator.


The collector panel is constructed of honeycomb and Sotchcal 500 (supplied


by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company) which is used as the


reflective surface. A stainless steel receiver is enclosed by a 1.0 inch


diameter glass tube covered with insulation on the back side. They are


in the process of acquiring data and evaluating performance.


4. Comments


Honeywell plans to install 20,000 ft2 of parabolic troughs to be


used for air conditioning one of their buildings in Minneapolis, Minne­

sota. The troughs will be mounted on the roof of an existing building.
 

The target date for installation and operation is May 1978. In regard


to costs, the prototypes are running approximately $35/ft 2 and corres­

ponding installed system costs for typical applications will be in the


range of $60-100/ft2 .


G. SHELDAHL, INC., NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA


Sheldahl has been performing tests on a linear focus solar concen­

trator (Fig. A-9). Their system consists of a field of slightly curved


rectangular mirrors reflecting sunlight onto a fixed receiver tube. Ten


mirrors (1 ft wide, 20 ft long and resembling venetian blinds) comprise


half of the system. An identical set of mirrors is linked adjacent to


the first group to include a total of 400 ft2 of mirror surface. The


drive system that adjusts the mirror position consists of a 24 Vdc motor


with an accompanying auxiliary battery system. Reflective surfaces that


they have tested are aluminized film with plastic or teflon coating and
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glass with a silvered second surface. Sheldahl is well known for their


flexible composite materials and they have developed and produced re­

flective surfaces for solar applications. The maximum fluid temperature


achievable at the receiver is 6300 F using water as the working fluid.


Tests at a receiver temperature of 3000F reveal that the absorptivity is


0.95 and emittance is 0.2. A limited amount ofperformance-data-is 
- available -at this temperature. 
Sheldahl has installed a total of 400 ft2 of solar concentrators


that have been operational for approximately one year in an apartment


complex at the Bahama Islands. One of their concerns is the moisture/


humidity content of the islands and its adverse effect on the aluminized


film. Sandia, Albuquerque reported that an aluminized film with teflon


coating degraded about 5% reflectivity in one year. Sheldahl has been
 

working on three contracts from the following organizations: 1) American


Technological University, Texas, 2) Sandia, Albuquerque, and 3) DOE.


The first contract is to fabricate a solar concentrator module (400 ft2 )


for testing, evaluation, and delivery to the University. The second con­

tract includes evaluation of the design both technically and economically


as applied to large-scale applications. The last contract includes


delivery of a solar concentrator, installation, and limited test support


at Sandia, Albuquerque.


H. RAYTHEON COMPANY, BEDFORD MASSACHUSETTS


1. General Description


The Raytheon Company is participating in the DOE/Sandia Labora­

tories total energy systems development program by designing and fabricat­

ing a parabolic, point concentrator solar collector. Current program
 

planning is to-demonstrate the collector at Sandia Albuquerque in the fall


of 1977. In the following year Raytheon will construct, install, and


operate a three-collector field at the same location.


The point concentrator designed and under construction is a toric


parabola of 22 ft diameter. Azimuth and elevation drive systems are com­

puter controlled and provide maximum aperture utilization over a course


of the year. Mirrors are curved glass, hard-mounted on an aluminum sub­

structure, concentrating the solar energy into a cavity receiver located


on the collector's optical axis.


Figure A-10 is an artist's concept of the point concentration collec­

tor. The receiver material is zirconium copper, plated with Harshaw black


chrome selective coating. Receiver efficiencies of 90 percent are expected,


attained by the relatively high energy concentration, the selective coat­

ing, minimization of reflected radiation leaving the cavity, and the


convection suppression effect of the cavity design.
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Figure A-10. Point Concentrator Collector


The reflective parabolic design is implemented by spherical mirror


segments hard-mounted on an aluminum substructure. The mirrors are


curved, water white crystal glass, back silvered to provide maximum


reflectance over the course of an expected twenty year life. Specular


reflectance values on the order of 0.9 are expected from the mirrors.


This parabolic dish is approximated by 228 spherical mirrors in seven


rings (Fig. A-il). Mirror rings are made with a slight overlap to


minimize mirror mechanical tolerance problems. The collector is driven


in azimuth and elevation by dc stepping motors. These drives are com­

puter controlled in an open loop incremental manner.
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2. Comments


The contract Raytheon is engaged in, calls for delivery of heated


Therminol from the parabolic dish at approximately 600°F. Sunstrand


Corporation will supply the turbine that will be used in conjunction


with the dish for Sandia's total energy project. They plan to deliver


one dish to Sandia by the end of summer 1977. Upon delivery, testing


and evaluation will continue for about a year with Sandia and Raytheon


personnel cooperatively taking data and analyzing results.
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APPENDIX B
 

ISSUES INVOLVED


IN


DETERMINATION OF R&D FUNDING LEVELS


What level of R&D funding is justified in pursuing a particular


technology development that promises to achieve a certain projected com­

mercial energy cost reduction over other alternatives? This question


can be addressed in a limited fashion based on work in Refs. 6 and 27.


The approach is illustrated in terms of the following example involving


the dish-Brayton and Stirling systems.


A successful Stirling engine development program appears to offer


a 10% reduction in commercial energy cost compared to a Brayton engine.


This reduction corresponds to an l0 mills/kWe-hr savings. What is this


worth to society?


Using analysis developed in Ref. 6, the equivalent energy cost of


an R&D expenditure can be estimated by treating the R&D cost as a capital


investment to be spread out over the energy generated. The independent


variables are:


1) 	 Discount rate to be applied to this investment. In this case,


it is a social discount rate and 10% is used.


2) 	 The amount of future energy to be generated using the results


of this R&D program. This depends'on the rate of introduction


of new plants, and the payback period over which energy genera­

tion occurs.
 

Using the information developed in Ref. 6, the rate of power capa­

city introduction is shown in Fig. B-1 based on a successful development


program. It closely follows the nuclear precedent and has 50 GWe


installed in 20 years after commercial demonstration.
 

Figure B-2 shows the equivalent energy cost surcharge to pay back


the 	 R&D investment at 10% interest. This is the levelized R&D energy
 

cost as a function of allowable time to generate power. At 20-year pay­

back time, a 10 mills/kWe-hr energy surcharge (corresponding to the pro­

jected savings of the Stirling system over the Brayton) will pay back


about $10 billion dollars to R&D investment.


The Ford Motor Company recently estimated that $164 million would
 

be required to develop an automotive Stirling engine. Allowing for some


margin of error , this estimate can also be applied to solar Stirling


engines since it is easier to develop an engine for stationary solar


applications than for mobile automotive uses. Using $164 million as a


rough estimate, it is found that this amount is only =2% of the $10 bil­

lion amount that a 20-year payback period would indicate as reasonable.


The amount of time for the payback is a social decision. This is only


one way to look at the value of R&D to society and is offered here as a


numerical approach that may be of some value to the reader.
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